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PROMINENT PREACHER HERE SUNDAY MR. FLYNN-WE ARE INTERESTED!
p

Rev. Carleton M. Fisher Is Nationally
Known In Mission Field—Decorated
By Queen Juliana Of Holland
A Rockland audience wll! be
privileged to hear a nationally
known preacher Sunday at 11
o'clock when Rev. Carleton M.
Fisher will speak at the Univeraalist church. The distinguished
speaker la director of Universalist
service projects throughout the
world and his sermon topic will be
"Understanding the Language of
Universal ism."
Rev. Mr. Fisher has been execu
tive director of the 8crvlce Com
mittee ot the Universalist Church
of America since 1947. He assumed
his present poet following several
years’ service as chief of the re
lief and rehabilitation work of the
Universalist Church in Europe
following World War II.
In 1945 - 46. he supervised re
lief and rehabilitation efforts in
Holland and accepted for his de
nomination a citation of merit and
appreciation from the then Princess
Juliana and the Dutch government.
The major portion of 1947 found
him directing relief work ln the
Budapest area of Hungary for
which he was decorated by the
Hungarian government.
Under his direction the Unlverlaliat Church of America under
mandate from the International
Refugee Organization set up and
maintained four homes for dis
placed children and youth in the
British Zone of Germany. The I. R.
O. called this work the best of Its
kind in Europe.
Mr. Fisher visited Japan ln Oc
tober and November, 1960, and

Rev. Carleton M. Fisher
helped organize the Japanese Free
Religious Association ln which lib
eral Christians, Buddhists and
Shintorists will Join together in free
fellowship.
He is a graduate of St. Lawrence
University 1934 and attended Union I
Theological Seminary (N. Y.) and
the Pacific School of Religion. He
has held pastorates ln Province- j
town. Massachusetts, and Buffalo,
New York. He is married to Kath
erine Degenaar and the oouple j
liave two children.
The public is cordially Invited to ’
attend the Universalist church 6un- ■
day morning and hear the message
of Mr. Fisher Rev. Oeorge H. Wood
will conduct the service and there
will be a fine program of sacred
music ln keeping with the day.

WARREN LIONS AUCTION DUE 16th
Everything From Live Calf To Stoves
Gathered In By Clubmen For Sale
The Warren Lions auction,
scheduled for 7 p. tn. the night of
Jan. 16 at Glover Hall, picked up
momentum at tlte Wednesday night
meeting of the club held ln the
dining hall of White Oak Orange.
Arthur Jordan of Rockland, slated
for the auctioneer's Job that night,
presented the methods used ln car
rying on the affair. Wesley Greene
of West Warren, newly’ admitted
member of the club obtained a tape
recording which will be used on
WRKD, Rockland.
Merrill Payson, auction chairman
reported all sorts of articles already
given for the sale, from a Hol
stein veal calf, to be present alive
at the auction. In aerate; to a wood
burning, circulating heater, chicken
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Appleton Community Hall

brooder stove, electrical appliances,
bacon, food, about everything
under the sun.
A public address system will be
In use auction night so every one
will know what is going on, wher
ever they may be at the hall. It Is
a chance to pick up something one
may really want, that a donor has
no use for.
The proceeds will be given over
to civic projects, which the Lions
Club has always worked for since
its organization ln June, 1961. The
club has accomplished much ln that
short time.
Solicitors will be glad to receive
articles of any kind for this sale.
Everyone has white elephants, of
no use to them but which might
be Just the thing some one else
would want.
On the 16th, Miles Leach will
head the refreshments committee
at the hall, these to be on aalaf
and to be added to the proceeds
from the auction.
Among the guests present at the
meeting Wednesday night were,
Gerald Grant of Rockland, candi
date for district governor for the
coming year, al’o Arthur Jordan
of Rockland, and Benjamin Star
rett of Warren.

An Open Letter to Chief Inspector Joseph A. Flynn,
State Fire Prevention Bureau,
Augusta, Maine.
Dear Chief:
Four weeks ago yesterday, on December 12, Rockland was
struck by disaster. A fire of great magnitude, believed to be the
largest to have occurred in the State of Maine ln several years,
caused damage estimated to be about one and a half million
dollars. That Is a lot of money anywhere, particularly so to our
community.
You arrived at Rockland at the height of the conflagration
and we appreciate your quick response to the emergency. Ap
parently you assumed charge of the Investigation into the cause
•f the fire and as far as The Courier-Gazette knows, that Is not
only your privilege, but also your duty. This paper believes that
because of your special training and the many years of ex
perience, as well as the fact that you are disinterested and enjoy
an outstanding reputation for ability and honesty, you are emi
nently well qualified to make the Investigation. But—because
of the fact that you did assume this responsibility no one on
the local level made any investigation or study of matters con
nected with the disaster. Our police, or maybe the sheriff, or
maybe the State Police might have demonstrated an interest ln
the rause of the tire. The city manager and the members of
the city government might have looked deeper Into the manner .
in which the situation was handled from all angles, but all sat
back, awaiting your report.
This is no reflection on any of them; we are proud of the
way the fire department responded to the threat; we are grate
ful for the response of the neighboring departments, of our civic
organizations, in fact of everything done that night to combat
Are. But are we protected today so that a recurrence Is at least
not probable? That is one of the things we want to know from
you! Do we need additional protection, either ln equipment, or
personnel, or water lines? That is another thing we would like
to know so that we ran get busy to procure them if you feel that
we need them. Won't you tell us at least that much?
This town, like all small towns, is full of rumors. We want
authoritative Information to scotch these rumors. Was anyone
negligent as discovered by your investigation; was anyone over
insured? Did anyone stand to gain by the fire? AU these are
questions on the lips of many and In the minds of nearly aU.
Can you give us the answers? You heard the witnesses, you saw
what went on at the fire, and you inspected Die scene after
wards, in great detail and apparently with much care. Your
report will be received by the readers of The Courier-Gazette
with much respect and with the utmost confidence.
Please let us have it, even If for technical reason*, you have
not completed your findings and recommendations, at least let us
know what you have determined so far.
WE .ARE INTERESTED.
Sincerely,
John Richardson,
Editor and Publisher.

NEW HARBOR LOBSTERMAN LOST
Body Found In Partly Submerged Boat

Off Damariscove Island By Coast
Guard Crew At 9.30 A. M. Friday

A New Harbor lobsterman. Fred into the seaich.
Dupllssey, 51, lost his life off
The Rockland based cutter
Damariscove Island sometime dur Snohomish was sent to Join the
ing Thursday afternoon or night, search Friday morning.
according to Coast Guardsmen who
Tht Damariscove lifeboat located
found his body in his partly sub the 30-foot Marie, belonging to
merged boat off the Coast Ouard Dupllssey, about 930 a. m. Friday.
station at Damariscove Island about The craft was more than half full
9.30 a. m. Friday.
, of water, barely awash in mounting
Coast Ouard searching units were seas and gathering storm.
alerted Thursday evening to hunt
Boat wains Mate Second Class
for the overdue fisherman who had Bruce Jordan, offtcer-ln-charge of
left New Harbor to haul his traps the boat, towed the partly sub
Thursday morning.
The night merged lobster boat to Damariscove
search gave no results as motor station and proceeded to pump it
lifeboats from the Kennebec River out.
Station at Popharn, the Damaris
When the water was lowered ln
cove Station, Whitehead Lifeboat the boat, the body of Dupllssey was
Station and Burnt Island were sent discovered, wedged in a position
, where it could not be seen when the
i boat was first located.
| Later In the day, Coast Ouardsmen removed Duplissey's body to
Boothbay Harbor where an autopsy
10 *BXTU*c0STS
was to be performed by the medical
examiner, Dr. Philip Gregory Fun
eral arrangements were to be cared
«M PYROFAX GAS
for by the Clyde Strong Funeral
Home In Damariscotta.
It was at first believed that a
second man, Quentin Gilbert of
New Harbor, was aboard the Marie
Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette
with Dupllssey. Information from
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The officers of the Mobile Re
serve met Monday night ln a high
ly satisfactory session at the Court
House with Ool. Philip Kalloch and
Lieut. Ool. Lewis Bridges presiding
and leading the discussions.
The purpose of the meeting was
to carefully consider the activities
of the Reserve In the fire of Dec
12, study the strong points oi ac
tion brought out and consider
what Improvements could be
worked out for application In a
future disaster.
Lieut. John Lowe of Rockland,
a former assistant leader ln the
police section was made adjutant
in the headquarters section.

Museum Lectures
Mrs. Louise Brewster of Bel
fast was guest speaker at the in
terior decorating course sponsored
Jointly by the Farnsworth Museum
and the Business and Professional
Women’s Club, at the Museum
Thursday evening.
Mrs. Brewster Illustrated her
talk with materials and rug sam
ples. She took the front hall as
the keynote for color throughout
the home. She showed each room
in turn and the different color
combinations that could be used.
She explained the making of
drapes and the various ways to
use them depending on the tj"pe
of hoqje. She also explained the
different types of carpets and their
uses, and the use of curtains
throughout the house.
The next lecture will be held
Jan. 15 at 730 p. m. with Mrs. Lida
Oonla of Rockland and Michael
Free, a representative from a New
York paint company. The subject
of this lecture will be “Wallpaper
ing.”
New Harbor in the late afternoon
Friday had lt that Oilbert was safe
ashore and that Dupllssey had left
port alone.
Dupllssey leaves a wife and one
daughter.

DINNER
CANCELLED
Due to the storm and the inability of the speaker,

CHAMBER DINNER

CANCELLED

For Friday Night (Jan. 9)

and installations of new officers
are the order of business ln many
j fraternal organizations of Knox
Oounty.
Aurora Lodge
Aurora Lodge of Masons, Rock
land, elected new officers Wednes
day night. Nell Novicka was chosen
: master.
Other officers to serve with him
' will be Sheldon Eaton, senior warI den; Edward Lawrence, Junior
warden; Lloyd Danielson, treasurer;
Leroy Chat to, secretary; James
Thomas, senior deacon, and Ralph
Chaples, junior deacon. They will
I be installed Jan. 21.

■/

IM

'Ik

Held Discussion Of Courses
Of Action In Dec. 12 Fire;
Plotted Plans For Future

TEL. TM

ROCKLAND. ME.

Lodge Affairs

Views On Liquor

Mobile Reserve

packed, icy roads from his location in Harrison.
GLOVER HALL, WARREN

Volume 108, Number 5

THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

head of the fund raising commit
tee of Knox Oounty Oeneral Hos
pital, announced Friday that ap
proximately two thirds of the re
quired $20,000 had been paid In, or
pledged
Pledges and cash received now
total near $14,000, Gushing said, ex
plaining that many had given ver
bal pledges which are to soon be
fulfilled and are not counted in
the present total.
Letters are being prepared to be
mailed to former contributors w’ho
were not reached prior to the holi
days to complete the contacting of
all donors of past years. These will
be ln the mails Monday.
Mr. Cushing and his associates
hope to close the drive, with the
total of $20,000, either pledged or
on hand, by the 29th
The fund raising committee met
at the Bok Nurses Home Friday
afternoon to plan the final phases
of the drive for funds. At that time
committee leaders reported and
were assigned duties which will
bring the drive to what appears now
to be a successful conclusion ln the
closing days of the month.

General Lowe, to get to Rockland over snow

FRIDAY JANUARY 16

$500 per year
*2 50 *lx month*

Final Drive Monday To Sub
Elections and Installations
scribe S20.0C0; Fund Now New Chief Executive Presents Message Of Officers Highlights Of
Totals Near $14,000
Activities This Month
Of
Intelligence
and
Courage
—
His
Ralph Cushing of Thomaston,
With the New Year, elections

Chamber of Commerce
ax

GIGANTIC

Hospital Fund
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Rockland Lodge
Officers of Rockland Lodge of
Masons will be installed Tuesday
night by Past Master J. E. Stevens.
Officers will be, Charles M. Foote,
8r., master: Willard Pease, senior
warden; James Roach, junior wax! den; Jesse E. Bradstreet, treasurer;
William E. Koster, secretary; Wali ter O. Dimick, Jr., senior deacon
and Willis B. Kenney. Junior deaI con.
Appointive officers will be Almon
B. Cooper, chaplain; Richard K.
I Havener, marshal; Emo E. Hill,
senior steward; Wesley H. Knight,
: junior steward; Robert E. Minot,
: tyler and Stafford M. Congdon,
' organist.
Rev. John S. Lowe, DO. and
! Howard P. Crockett will aid Stevens
in the installations.

Governor Cross

Rockport Eastern Star
It has always been my desire to and replace it with a direct hospl- ; At Rockport, Mrs. Nellie Lawton
keep government as close to the tal payment plan; a pool plan was elected worthy matron of Harpeople as possible. The delicate simUar W Blue Cross ln its aclion
chapter, Order of Eastern
and covering hospitalization of re- I star, at the annual meeting Tueebalance between local and state
.
...
...
cipients of Public Assistance and
, day. Installation is planned for
responsibility should becarefully disabled Individuals. The same Jan. 23 at which time other officem
maintained.
During the past 18 amount of state dollars as are now elected will slso be obligated,
years lt has been my privilege to ’pent on Hospital Aid would cover
New officers are John PetrwteM
see both sides of this problem, as both the above programs as in worth," patron; Mrs. Lillian Simonaddition, $750,000 Federal funds ton, associate matron; Raymond
I have served both in city and state
would be available to match state Simonton, Sr., associate patron;
government. As a fellow legislator
dollars, giving the hospitals more Mrs. Orra Burns, secretory; Miss
I have sat with you ln this House
total dollars and bringing the whole Marten Upham, treasurer; Mm.
and in the Senate and have dis
program of tax money under care- ; Joan Lawton, conductress and tri**
cussed, debated and participated in
ful screening of a state of municl- Betty Lawton, associate conductress,
much of the forward-looking legis
pal welfare agency. Either this plan
lation passed by the last six legis
Canton Lafayette
should be accepted or a financial
latures. All of this time, a major responsibility of relatives clause in
Canton Lafayette,
Patriarchs
part of my life has been spent ln
serted in the existing law to pro Militant, installed its officers on
business and 1 feel strongly that
tect the present Hospital Aid pro Wednesday. Lee Mitchell is the
the businessman's approach to gram from abuse.
new captain, and he wiU be as
government is not only the ideal
sisted by a staff composed of John
State
Institutions
to strive for but within certain
Cunningham, lieutenant; Almon
The mounting cost of living and Pierpont, ensign; Milton Rollins,
limitations It can be achieved.
Today, the State of Maine Is in the rising tide oi inmate population i gr-<
Albert E. MacPhall,
excellent financial condition, with iias struck heavily at our state in- accountant.
a surplus of over six million ln the stitutions, pushing regular budgetsj At the same time, the Auxiliary
General Fund and two million ln j
an all-time high. It necessitates , w
canton obligated Its new
the Highway Fund. There is no our being required to scan every slate of ofllcere Mrs. Vivian Whitbonded debt at the General Fund activity ln each Institution both as tier assumed command as presi
level. It Is sound business policy ! t0 per capita cost and as to the ]
dent; assisted by Mrs. Sadie Cun
to maintain sufficient of the sur> basic fundamental purpose of its ningham, vice-president, Mrs. Addle
plus to insure adequate working inception. Some may appear to be Brown, secretory and Mrs. Concapital ln both general and high outmoded as to purpose and econo-1 stance MacPhall. treasurer,
way funds. Recommendation that mically unsound. If so we should
will be made for expenditures for consolidate or eliminate these ac
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
surplus will not go beyond a safety tivities. Details will be discussed in
factor. It is my belief that this the Budget Message next week.
ANOTHER YEAR
Fund should be used for capital
At that time, a building program Another year of setting suns.
Of stars by night revealed.
Improvements or for working capi will be presented to you to relieve
The winter's snow concealed;
tal.
crowded conditions at the Augusta
Another year of summer's glow.
State Hospital and otheT institu Of springing grass, of tender butte
Health and Welfare
Of autumn's gold and brown.
Welfare deals essentially with hu- tions and a program to modernize
man values and we must realize the | and repair existing facilities ln this Of waving fields and ruddy fruit
Th« branches weighing d®]™;
heavy strain on this program, a field of government. Here again
a than’play.
strain placed there by an Inflated keep in mind that this department
cost of living. The men and women covers a field of human suffering qj Sj-mple cares and love that
grows
on Old Age Assistance and Aid to which is an inescapable responsi
More sweet from day to day;
Blind are dependent on the state bility of state government. Every Another
year to follow hard.
for necessities of life; food, cloth' effort must be explored toward cure
Where better _souls have trod.
ing. heat and shelter. Sufficient rather than custodial care. Our Another year of life’s delight;
funds are available under present goal should be to place back ln useAnother year of Ood. Amen.
—By John W. Chadwick.
appropriations to raise the maxium
(Continued on Page Four)
grant in these categories from $50
com- y
to $55 per month. I strongly recoin
mend the emergency passage of a I
You Know We Sell
bill to authorize this increase,. «f-!S
__
OVERSHOES,
BOOTS AND RUBBERS
fectlve at once. The necessity of I ®
meeting this situation without de- j J8
— BUT —
lay cannot be stressed too strongly J
You
Did
Not Know We Are Having
It should also be pointed out that
A SHOE SALE
there is one serious gap ln our re
lief planning t that of those un
January 12th to 17th
fortunates who are totally disabled
and who are not eligible for state
Selby Styl-Eez
assistance under, present programs
regardless of his or her serious
Were $10.95 and $11.95
condition. Thirty-nine states and
Now just $8.95
territories now participate in con
junction with the Federal govern
Also
ment in monthly grants under this
Air-Tred Shoes
category. I recommend to you that
this be Included under our present
Made In Maine. Reg. $8.95 and $9.95
welfare laws. This would relieve
This Week—$6.95
towns of a type of welfare muoh
better assumed st state level as
Federal sad ztate government would
share in the cost as they do In the
other relief programs.
RAYMOND H. FOGARTY, Prop.
I would urgently reoommend that
ROCKLAND. MAIN*
you consider the repeal ot the pres

RAYMOND'S SHOE STORE

ent method of State Hospital Aid I

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

FARM, HOME WEEK PLANS MADE

Home Demonstration Agent Starts ’53 Training

Dates Are March 30 to April 2 With Wide
Range of Subjects Scheduled For

the Full Four Day Program
Wednesday's topics will relate to :
dairy herd management, the home
garden, home economies, soil man
agement, processing crops, rural
education, turkey raising, horticul
ture.
agricultural
engineering,
forestry, and tourist homes.
Thursday’s subjects will include
livestock breeding, potatoes, small
fruits, home making, civil defense,
welfare, goat raising, blueberries,
and market gardening. The tradi
tional Farm and Home Week ban
quet Thursday evening will climax
the busy week
Arrangements are being made to
provide room? on the University
Campus for several hundred Farm |
and Home Week guests who .will
wish to remain there one or more
nights. Reservations can be made
t-tioto b.v oarde
anytime now. Sai's Chairman
Clothing leaders of the several Extension Association groups in Knox Countv gathered at the Farnsworth Museum Friday to study the
art of buttonhole making in order that they mav instruct members of their groups in local meetings. Miss Winifred Ramsdell. home demon
Leonard.
stration agent for the K-L area, center, shows the machine methods of manufacture.

Plans for the varied program at
Maine's Forty-sixth annual Farm
and Home Week are maturing rap
idly. states Prof Herbert A Leon
ard of the College of Agriculture.
University of Maine, chairman of
the college's Farm and Home Week
committee. Dates for the event
are March 30 to April 2.
Already, the general program for
each day has been decided. Leon
ard announces Registration will
begin Monday afternoon. March 30
and the first general session will
be held Monday evening.
Tuesday's program will be of
special value to persons interested
in a number of subjects, including
home economics, poultry, bees. beef,
forage, and horticulture.
Also
there will be special programs for
women's clubs, co-operatives, 4-H
Clubs, and rural churches.
ae

THE GRANGE CORNER
NEWS OF THE GRANGES IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Meenahga Grange
Glenda Sukcforth was in charge
of arrangements for a skating party
for the Grange which was held
Thursday evening.
Members voted at the Monday
night meeting to hold a 7 o'clock
supper once each month instead
of serving refreshments after each
meeting as has been the custom
jor several years past. The date
of the first supper will be an
nounced in this column.
Gladys Wlncher.baugh has been.
appointed correspondent for the
Grange Herald.
Minnie Vannah is to take over
tiie lecturer's duties for Shirley
pagley who is soon to leave for
Florida for the winter.
Robert Vivien will be the speak-1
er at the next meeting.

White Oak Grange
White Oak Grange of North
Warren, sponsored a community
Christmas party at the hall. Dec.
30. Children furnished a program,
assisted by adults. Santa made a
visit, and gifts were distributed
from the tree.
Appearing on the program were
Donna Wiley, June Stlmpson, Mary
Ferry. Kathy and David Wyllle,
Billy Moody. Llewellyn Peyler,
Gwendolyn Feyler. Linda Stirapoon,
Roland Wiley. Carolyn and Betsey
Wiley
Harold Benner. Arthur Heath
cote. David Benner. Wally Heath
cote. Howard Wiley. Evangeline
Gibson. Hazel Gammon, Margaret
Miller.
Mrs. Mattie Campbell, as a read
er; Carlton Wiley, Jimmie Ferry.
Celia Wiley. Jerry Payson. Dickie
and Jackie Ferry. Brenda Robin
son. Marilyn Payson,
Gale and
Jean Kigel. Mrs. Lucille Jenkins.
Miss Lorraine Perry.

Acorn Grange
The installation of officers of
Aoorn Grange took place Wednes
day evening. State Deputy Earl
Tolman and his staff from West
Rockport officiated.
Maurice Chadwick was installed
master for the second term.
Other officers installed were:

Cyrus Delano, overseer: Sam Pipicello. lecturer: Annie Doe. chap
lain: waiter Powers, steward.
Lester Delano, assistant steward:
Dorothy Russell. trea=urer; Gladys
Davis, secretary.
Goldie Chadwick, Ceres; Irene
Pipicello. Pomona; Grace Delano.
Flora; Everett Davis, gatekeeper;
Evelyn: Delano, lady assistant
steward; John P. Newman, execu
tive committee.
A scallop stew supper was served
with Lester Delano. Albert Orff,
and Homer Marshall on the com
mittee.
The ladies' degree team will go
to South Thomaston Jan. 14 to
do the third and fourth degrees.

Warren Grange

On Tuesday, the lecturer's pro
gram at Warren Grange was "A
Quick Trip Through the Year on
j Father Time's Express.”
Highlights of the program were
i May, when corsages of realistic
perfumed, paper carnations made
by Mrs. Freda Richards, were pre
i sented the mothers present; June,
with a mock wedding in song and
verse, ln which the principals were
Mrs. Hazel Pease, Mrt. Emma Nor
wood. Harold Pease, and Mrs. Eve
lyn Kenniston.
July, with a oostume presenta
tion of the American flag, by Mrs.
Lillian Simmons. October, a visit
to Spoofcberg. by Mr. and Mrs
Ernest Benner, and December.
Christmas carols.
Refreshments
were served by the November sec
tion group.
Planned for Tuesday night next
week at Warren Grange will be a
rehearsal of the degrees, and drills.
The sewing circle of Warren
Grange met Wednesday afternoon
with Mrs. Ernest Benner. The next
meeting. Jan. 21. will be held with
Mrs. Ralph Crockett.
Progressive Grange
Several committes were appoint
ed at the last meeting. Included
were: Frances Creamer. Virginia
Bragg and Margaret Havener to
the home and community welfare
group.
Edna Jameson. Frances
Stewart and Robert Fair-brother

were named to the finance com
mittee.
Margaret Havener was
selected to head the youth com
mittee for the year.
It was voted to hold a game
party at the next meeting. Re
freshments will follow the meet
ing. Members are asked to con
tribute coffee or doughnuts, or a
gift for the game party.
Master Phil Creamer gave a re
port on the Maine State Orange
during which he extended his
thanks to the Grange for sending
him to the state sessions.

Guest Officers

Members Of Several Oranges
In White Oak Chairs For
Meeting Of January 2

Clothing Leader Meetings

Week; Protein Study Starts Soon

Dear Homemaker:
Guest officers' night was ob- l The 1953 program started with
served Jan. 2. at White Oak j training classes being held this
Grange, North Warren. with the week for clothing leaders on Wed
foUowlng guest officers in the nesday at Huntoon Hill and Friday
chairs: Master, Lorenzo Linscott at the Farnsworth Museum in
of Mcdomak Valley Grange. Bur- i Rockland. The subject of these allkettville; overseer. David Oarroll i day classes was “Better Button
of Seven Tree Grange, Union; lec holes.”
turer, Mabel Alley. Tranquility I
Traveling Grange No. 1
The 1953 agent meeting "Keeping
Grange.
Lincolnville;
steward, I
Fit With Proteins” will start next
Traveling Grange group number
! Charles Stlmpson, Sr., Warren Thursday Whit the Hope Extension
one. consisting of Owl's Head, Mt
: Grange.
group meeting at the home of Mrs
Pleasant. St. George and South
Assistant steward. Raymond Jen
Bernice Robbins.
Hope, met with Mt. Pleasant at
kins. of Warren Grange; chaplain.
This is an all-day meeting con
West Rockport Monday. There
Doris Miller. Seven Tree Grange. ducted b.v the H. D. A. The morning
were 90 members present.
Union; treasurer. Ariel Linscott of session will oe devoted to a discus
A portion of the program was
Medomak Valley Grange, Burkett sion of retail cuts of meat and what
provided by each of the Grange
vllle; secretary. Frances Tolman of to look for when at the meat coun
groups. South Hope members tak
Mt. Pleasant. West Rockport.
ter. The afternoon session will in
ing part were: Johnny Crabtree.
Ceres, Letha Munro of Owl's clude a discussion of different pro
Louise Moody Peary Merrifield,
Head; Pomona. Harriet Carroll,
tein foods.
Thomas Winston. Brother Moody
I Seven Tree Grange. Union; Flora,
Planning meals carefully so that
and Alfred Luce.
Lucy Stimpson of Warren Grange: I
Owl's Head contributors to the | lady assistant steward. Marjorie, every- member of the family eats
the proper foods is considered ex
program were: Effie Dyer, Eilcna
i Cousins. Warren Grange of War- j tremely important. With this in
Fredette. Carrie Nash. Robert
j ren.
mind, these meetings will include
Murray and Letha Munro.
Executive committee, Clarence a noon meal served in cafeteria
Other Grangers taking part In
Tolman of Warren Grange. J. R. style under the program "Feeding
the program were: Jennie Pietroskl.
Danforth of Seven Tree Grange, Mary in an Emergency." This pro
Pleasant Valley. Lillian Rackliff,
Union; and Albert Alley of Tran
St. George; Oy Hilt. St. George;
quility Grange, Lincolnville.
Eugene Rackliff, St George; Jose
Mrs. Lottie York of Winthrop.
Ups Production
phine Miller. Good Will: J. Herbert
State Grange lecturer was present
Oould. Megunticook; Una Ames.
and spoke briefly, in addition to
Penobscot view and William Frye.
Warren Turkey Man Plans
giving a reading.
Mt. Pleasant.
To Double Flock In ’53
Others who appeared on the pro
The next meeting will be held
gram were Letha Munro of Owl's
Paul
Dilla-way, In step with the
with South Hope Grange. Jan. 21
Head, Harriet Carroll of Union.
at 8 p. m.
trend in Maine, to raise turkeys,
Ariel Limoott of Burkettvllle. Ma
Thomas Winston was reappoint
be! Alley of Linoonvllle. Lorenzo as a new branch of the poultry!
ed as secretary of the Traveling
Linsoott of Burkettvllle. Ronald field, will step-up his output this
Orange for the year.
Barbour of Warren. Doris Miller. year from 500 birds to 1000, at
Wessaweskeag Grange
Union, Raymond Jenkins of War Hillcrest Homestead in Warren.
The Third and Fourth Degrees ren, and Albert Alley of Lin
In order to carry out this plan,
will be worked on four candidates colnville. Also stories by guests he is building a 60-foot turkeyJ. R Danforth of Union. Clarence house which will be In readiness
Jan. 14.
Supper will be served before the Tolman of Warren, and Charles for the season. He will start in
meeting.
Stimpson, and a discussion led by February to raise for the summer
David Oarroll of Union, on ways market, the Beltsville White va
Alt. Pleasant Grange
riety. He will raise the White
The ladies of the Grange served to conserve a woodlot.
Hollands for the larger bird, more
a baked ham dinner to the mem
for the holiday season. These are
bers of the newly-formed Rockport all sections of the town,
The next Grange meeting is to be started ln the late spring or
Lions Club Thursday evening at
the Grange Hall. The occasion scheduled for Monday evening i early summer.
wis the charter night meeting of with visitors from other Granges' This is the third year he has
raised turkeys for the market,
the club which includes men from welcome to attend.
starting in with 70, the first year.
Response has been good ln the
market for the holidays this sea
ROCKPORT
son.
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483
Trade Show

Plymouth’s New Belvedere Hardtop for 1953

Special communication of St.
Paul's Lodge will be held Monday,
Jan. 12 at 730. Work ln the Master
Mason Degree on two candidates
Supper will be at 6.30
Miss Louise Metcalf is a patient j
at the Blcnls Nursing Home.
The Simonton Extension Associa
tion will hold their meeting Wed
nesday Jan. 14 at 730. The subject i
will be “Better Buttonholes." Mrs. i
Elizabeth Simonton, the clothing
leader, will have charge of thei
meeting.

NORTH HAVEN
MRS. BARBARA Ab AMS
Correspondent
Telephone 75-13
A new concept of automobile design in the low-priced field co-ordinates superb styling with
advanced engineering developments in Plymouth's line of 1953 models. Here is the dashing Belve
dere Hardtop. Interior tailoring and appointments blend harmoniously with its two-tone exterior
colors. Even the steering wheel is color co-ordinated. Powered by the lively and dependable Plymouth
engine with its increased rating of 100 horsepower )nd " I to 1 compression ratio, the Belvedere is
ooe of nine body styles offered in the 1953 line. Wire wheels shown are optional at extra cost.

MILLER’S GARAGE, Inc.
DESOTO-SALES

25-31 RANKIN ST.

SERVICE—PLYMOUTH
ROOKLAVD, KZ.

Ta Hear Fine Speaker
The North Haven Community
Men's Club will be privileged to
hear a distinguished speaker Mon
day night when Eugene Wilhelm of
The Netherlands, one of the 14
exchange teachers tn the U. 8. will
addrees the c-lub at Andreas Res
taurant at 6.30. Mrs. Wilhelm, a
talented musician and speaker will
be with him. Every man on the
island Is urged to avail himself of

Held This

Lewiston Armory the Site
Of Agricultural Event
During Next Week
Farm people from every county
tn Maine are making plans now to
attend the Agricultural Trades
Show and meetings at the Lewiston
Armory on Tuesday, Wednesday,
Displays of the latest farm equip
ment and machinery and meetings
and Thursday, Jan. 13, 14 and 15.
for florists, dairymen, poultrymen. orchardists. and vegetable
growers will be featured.
Everyone's welcome, says the
Maine Department of Agriculture,
which is in charge.

gram is being conducted in co
operation with the Maine Office of
Civil Defense and Public Safety to
keep Maine homemakers trained to
serve nutritious meals to large
numoers or people in emergencies.
Does your family like a bar type
cookie? Have you tried?
Coffee Bars
One-fourth cup shortening, 1
cup brown sugar, 1 egg. >- cup hot
coffee, I1! cups sifted enriched
flour, 'j teaspoon baking powder.
*i teaspoon soda, 'i teaspoon cin
namon. % cup raisins, li cup
chopped nut meats.
Cream shortening and sugar. Arid
egg and beat thoroughly. Add hot
coffee.
Mix well.
Sift together
flour, baking powder, soda and
cinnamon. Add to the egg mix
ture. Add raisins and chopped
nuts. Bake in greased baking pan
(101a x 151a inches) ln moderate
(350 degree F.) oven 15 to 20 min
utes. Frost while still warm with
thin powdered sugar icing. Cut
into 24 bars 1x3 inches.
Sincerely,
Winifred Ram6dcll,
H D A

Knox Pomona

Mystery Ride Planned For
Evening Of January 24
Pans for a Knox Pomona mys
tery ride the night of Jan. 34,
were made Saturday at the day
meeting held with Seven Tree
Grange ln Union Pomona mem
bers from Union and points north,
and including Washington, will
meet at 6 o’clock that night near
the bridge in Warren, and mem
bers from points south will meet
at the home of Earl Maxey in
Thomaston, at 6 15.
Since Fred J. Nutter of Corlnr.a.
commissioner of agriculture, was
unable to keep his speaking en
gagement at Union. Saturday.
Orett Robinson of Thomaston
showed movies of his vacation trip
ln Europe last summer.
The welcome was by J Raymond
Danforth of Union, with response
by Earl Maxey of Thomaston.
Others on the program were. Mrs.
Jennie Payson of East Union. Mrs
Harriet Carroll, Mrs. Ohriftlnc
Glldden. and Mrs. Florence Calderwood of Union. Mrs. Minnie
Jones and Miss Agnes Esancy of
East Union; Mrs. Lorraine Dow.
Mrs. Lois Daucette. and Leonard
Ames of Camden; and E 8 Fol
som of East Somerset Pomona.
Guests were present from Lime
rock Valley Pomona. East Som
erset Pomona; and Blue Hills Po
mona. Mass.
Mrs. Clara Day and Mrs. Hazel
Bums were on the dinner commit
tee Saturday.

ARTESIAN WELLS
A SON

LEWIS HERBEBT

DRILLERS SINCE UU
latoabara
K Dart Hbr. 14-1

56tf
Advertise in The Courier -Gazette

MARINE
ELECTRONICS
Radio - telephones and
Depth Indicators serviced.
F.O.O. licensed for Badtophoae and Badar.

RAY KANGAS
SIS FAB* ST.
BOCKLAND
TIL US-W
135-8-tf

SOCIAL ITEMS
APPRECIATED

Write or Telephone
1044 or 770

The Courier-Gazette

A resolution that many a poul
try-man made at the start of the
new year was that he would keep
his bookkeeping up to date in I960.
That high resolve was ont neces
sary for some, but one can assume
that many a man is now struggling
to recall various monetary trans
actions that occurred months ago.
This is the time when we try to
balance our beaks and after that
chore is completed, we start wrest
ling with our income tax forms.
By the time most of us poultry
folk get through with that batch
of figures we are certainly envious
of the man with a Job who pays
a withholding tax.
Probably all are aware that the
University of Maine puts out an
excellent aooount book for poultry
and also one for general farming.
The cost is only 25 cents each and
these books are available at the
office of Gil Jaeger, oounty agent.
For those who are operating un
der the F.HA. plan. Darius Joy,
administrator, h?s sent each one a
copy of the FUA. account book
Then again, If one wants to try
magazines advertise account books
elsewhere, most at the poultry
at a nominal cost.
In other words. It costs the farm
er very little to set up a simple
bookkeeping system, but somehow
or other many of us think that Is
the hardest part of the business.
I happen to be more fortunate than
most as I married an experienced
bookkeeper. We pay mostly by
check and deposit practically all
of our Income. This gives a clear
picture of all transactions of any
size. On occasions when we pay
by cash we always ask for a re
ceipt and that practically com
pletes the story except for some
petty expenditures.
May I suggest that you folks who
have been meaning to cull your
laying flocks and have neglected
to do so. make that one of your
resolutions. Those pullets which
were so sleek and smooth a few
weeks ago are beginning to look
like old hens now and some of
them are not standing the gaff.
If you have not culled lately, the
death column on your chart is
probably creeping up. Most of
those btrd6 would have been sale
able a few weeks ago. but there are
a lot of boarders left, and now that
eggs are down they certainly cut
Into the profit. If you are not too
expert at culling, a small pen for
the doubtful birds Is a good Idea.
You may be able to find a couple
dozen hens that are dropping a
total of only one or two eggs a day
You don't notice them much In the
whole flook. but when they are
penned off. the picture Is clear.
Then you will find a fow “old
smoothies" who look awful nice,
but with laying bones so tight
that you could hardly slide a
nickel in edgewise. That exceed
ingly hand'eme bird that you have
been pointing to with pride is prob
ably half-roo.'tcr and that distort
ed crow you hear once in a while
comes from lt. A checkup will tell.
After you have cleaned up the
flock you can perhaps look your
neighbor In the eye again when
you tell him your flock Is still lay
ing ln the high sixties.
That brings up the question of
percentages In order to know
how well your birds are doing, you
must keep a fairly accurate count
The higher your percentage lay,
the better your profit. That’s the
reason why the man with a small
flock can sometimes trim the pants
off the bigger raiser. Hens are
livestock, not pets, and while it
would be nice to keep them to a
ripe old age, that’s not the way it's
done.
Another thing, don't call your
service man. If your hens drop off
for one day. Hens do not lay in a
uniform pattern. You liave hens
tn there which lay every day. every
other day and so on. Some even
lay such comblnationa as twiceskip-fhree-skip two and then one.
The result is that every once ln a
while you get a high combination
and then again you get a sharp
one-day drop. Of course, when
you get one of those high combina
tions that put a flock up ln the
high seventies for one day when
they are actually laying about 00
percent, you tell all your friends
that your birds are hitting i<) near
eighty after laying for three or
four months.
Or do you? I

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to See YOU About

mod/Tem
SNOW and MUD
RETREADING

heard the wife of a poultry man
remark the other day that she
thought all Jien men were liars
about production. Such an allcondemning statement seems to
me a httle unjust. Let’s just say
truth a little, on the optimistic
side.
I was reading an article a few
weeks ago by Richard Wairen, ex
tension poultryman
Univer
sity of New Hampshire regarding
three varied feeding programs used
by three prominent poultrymen
One method used was to feed 25
pounds of mash daily to each hun
dred New Hampshire breeders, plus
one pound additional for each 10
percent of lay. Mr. Warren reports
that this flock Is without feed a
part of each day. The scratch Is
fed In 18 Inches of litter end the
hungry birds go after every ker
nel, which results ln plenty or lit
ter stirring. And Mr. Warren re
ports that this flock continues to
lay well for a longer period than
most flocks of this breeding.
Another flock Is fed a measured
amount of mash and scratch, with
scratch started at 18 pounds and
decreased to 14 pounds bv the time
peak production is reached. Also,
pellets arc fed with an increase
that reaches four pounds per hun
dred at the peak. When produc
tion starts to fall, pellets are In
creased.
This poultryman ex
pects an 80 percent top, with pro
duction keeping above 70 percent
for six months and over 60 percent
for the next six months
Another method described by Mr.
\T ~--n, concerned a poultryman
who Is feeding complete mash
with no supplements whatever. This
man believes that feeding pellets
only results in a corresponding
, drop in ma'h consumption. He
has run check pens to prove his
point
/
Mr. Warren remarks on the lack
of uniformitv among poultry-men
in their feeding methods, yet each
program is often giving good re
sults.
Perhaps we might say that many
of the things we do may not be
necessary, yet when we achieve
success by our particular methods,
we hesitate to change any part of
our program, for fear that we may
Upset a profitable system. All
three of the method5 dutlined above
are used' by successful poiiltTymen.
The last method is by far the simp
lest. but we doubt that the other
men would even consider going
onto a straight all-mash program
Note the difference in the three
programs The first gives the birds
a ration that is a little scant. The
second is very evidently planned
for a high food Intake, while the
third allows the birds to eat at will
I have had a chance to check on
the all mash plan lately. After
reading how good results were be
ing obtained without the pellet
supplement, I thought I might try
it, but my birds dropped off a
Httle and I ordered pellets. I put
four pounds to the hundred ln the
feeders just before bedtime for the
hens. They gobbled them up fast
er than I could put them out. I was
feeding 29 hods of mash a day and
I saw a slight increase In feed
intake for Just two days and then I
found that they had dropped off
on mash just enough to offset the
pellets. The trouble Is that from
three o'clock ln the aftcroon until
lights dim at eight, the birds come
rushing up for those pellets. Now.
if I could only make them forget
thore pellets until I am ready to
feed them, perhaps I could stuff
that extra feed into those birds.
No. my production has not risen
since I started feeding pellets, but
wiho am I to sav that It is not a
good idea. Anyway it's a lot of
fun to feed them, especially after
you have settled down ln your easy
chair on a cold night with the
knowledge that you have to make
Just one more trip to the henhouse
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TALK OF THE TOWN
Coming Events
(Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. All
are tree and apace here cannot be
purchased.
Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted. The decision of
the editor la final.]
Jan. 13—Colonist group of Pioneer
Girl* meet at Betty Withee’s
Home, 58 Pine St, 7 p. m.
Feb. 14—St Valentine's Day.
An 15—Knox County Postmasters
*sie« In Knox Hotel, Thomaston.
Jan. IS—Theta Rho Girls Club
meets at I.O.OF. Hall, 7 p. m.
Jan.
IS—Woman's
Educational
Club meets at the Farnsworth
Memorial.
Jan. 16—Rubinstein Guest Evening
Farnsworth Building
Jan. 20—Rebekahs meet at I.O.O.F
Hall. 730 p. m.
Jan. 22—Knox County Pish &'
Game Association meets In K.'
of P. HA11, Thomaston, with'
supper.
Jan. 23—Finnish-American Pestl- t
val at Community Building,:
8 p. m.
Jan. 23—Methebesec Club will meet'
with Mrs. Alex Vardavoulls, 641
Masonic St., at 230 p. m. Guest j
Day.
Jan. 30—Rubinstein Club at Parnsworth Building.
(teb. 5—Emblem Club meets at Elks
Home, 8 p. m.
Peb. 6—Methebesec Club will meet
at 2.30 p. m. with Mrs. Charles
Whltmors, 2M Broadway.
Peb 20— Methebesec Club will
meet at Farnsworth Museum at
230 p. m.
March 3—Community Concert at
Camden Opera House, Carol
Olenn, violinist, guest artist.
April 30—Community Concert at
Community Building. De Paur
infantry Chorus.
June 19-20-21 — American leg'on
Oanve-ntton in RocAlarul
July 31-Aug 1-2—Maine Seafoods
Festival, Rockland.

There will be a banquet at the
Legion Home on Jan. 22 which will
hjnor prospective members of
Wlnslow-Holbrook-Merrltt Post and
those who serve on the game party
committee. Earl Alden will head
the banquet committee and Vice
President John Pomeroy of Dragon
Cement Company will be the guest
speaker. Movies will follow.

Rockland motorists are keenly
interested In the beautiful new
Cadillac on display today at the
Fireproof Garage. Notable im
provements have been made in
this amazing automobile.
Rockland Encampment IOjOF
will serve lunch at the close of its
fheeting on Jan. 14.

The Maine Department of Per
sonnel has announced forthcoming
examinations for positions as clerks
in liquor stores and clerk-ster.ographer in general State service The
salary' range for the liquor store
positions from 842, to $5250 Clerkstenograptoers receive $34 to $44.
Special Introductory offer on
US. News and World Report, 26
weeks $297; good till July 1. Subs
to all other magazines taken, with
appreciation. Prompt and courte
ous service Call or write Sher
wood E. Frost, 158 No Main St,
0sl 1181-J.
3*8

FOR RENT
Single, modern 7-room
house, furnished, also ga

rage

on

Bt.

1.

Adults

preferred.

Elmer C. Davis
FARNSWORTH BOLDING
JROCKLAND, MFTEL. 77
154-Cf

CLAYT BITLER

Joseph Hamlin Is somewhat Im
proved. following an attach of
bronchial pneumonia at his home
on Gay street. Though 80 years
of age this is only the second time
his family recalls his being 111
enough to take to his bed. Cards
will be moot welcome.
The tax collector of the Town
of Thomaston reports that taxes
for 1962 have been 809 percent
collected. On Jan. 1 of last year,
collections of the '51 taxes had
reached 80.4 percent. The com
munity lists all delinquent tax
payers In Its town report which Is
presented at the March annual
meeting.

Dragon Injury

Quarryman’s Crushed Hand
Breaks Long No-Accident
Record Of Firm
Oeorge Parker. 23, of Camden,
well drill operator at the Dragon
Cement Company quarry In Thom
aston crushed his left hand Fri
day morning at the plant. The ac
cident was the first in the quarry’
of the plant since October of 1946
to be classed as a lost-time acci
dent.
Tlie Incident breaks the com
pany’s record of accident-free op
eration extending over 1385 days.
He was removed to tlie Eastern
Maine Oeneral Hospital In Bangor
for surgery by Dr. Woodcock

C-D Alert

Jan. 16 Set For Test Run
Of Local Raid Signal
Devices By Bisbee
There will be a state-wide test
air raid alert between 130 and 2
p. m. Jan. 16. Knox County Civil
Defense and Public Safety Director
Leroy McCluskey requests that all
communities in the county take
steps now to see that audible warn
ing devices are available at that
time, in working order, and their
meaning understood toy the public.
The Jan. 16 test does not require
public participation but it is de
sired that the various cities, towns,
and villages sound their public
warning devices on the "all clear."
That should be a series of three
one-minute blasts, with intervals of
two minutes.
In the absence of a central
alarm, police car sirens, factory
whistles, even horns of automobiles
could be used for the purpose

Municipal Court
James R. Rolerson, Jr., Washing
ton, was found guilty, by plea, of a
charge of reckless driving on Route
137, in Camden. Jan. 3, and paid
a fin? of $15 and costs of $2.70.
An additional charge of operating
a car with faulty brakes was filed
by Judge Zelma M. DwinalState police officer Chapman was
the complainant.

BORN
Rkhards—At Camden Commun
ity Hospital Jan. 6. to Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Richards, a son—
Paul Michael.
MARRIED
Shuman-Bowman—At Rockland.
Jan. 3, Freeland Shuman of
North Waldoboro and Miss Patricia
Bowmen of West Washington,—by
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald.
O’Reilly-Smith—
at
Athena,
Tenn., Dec. 20. 1962, Charles A
O'Reilly of Matinicus, Maine and
Miss Virginia Smith of Athens.

-V

BANQUET CANCELLED
Ths Chamber of Commeecs
dinner, scheduled far Friday
night, Jan. 8, was cancelled bacause of the heavy storm and
the inability of ths speaker,
General Lowe, to travel from his
severely storm-bound location
at Harrison. This is the second
time that a lecture before the
Chamber has run into difficulty.
On Dec. 12 General Lowe and
his audience were at the Thorn
dike Hotel, prepared to dine
and talk, when the disastrous
fire struck, forcing cancellation.

The Old Timer

Line Sanborn Of Vinalhaven
Is Top Grade Sportsman
For a man who Is the second
oldest of the Vinalhaven League
Bowlers and who, but for his
"Magic Charm” bracelets might
be hobbling around on crutches.
Link Sanborn, “Old Time” does a
whale of a good Job on the alleys,
holding his own with men less than
half his age and sometimes mak
ing their faces pretty red when he
has the score totted. Over his full
and eventful lifetime Link has al
ways been keenly Interested In
sports, as a youngster a member of
the famous "Ariston” basketball
team, later a baseball star with the
famous Vinalhaven baseball teams
of the early I900's. In later years
bowling and hunting have taken the
place of the more strenuous sports,
with some expert card playing
thrown In for quiet evenings at
home.
Link is famous for his "hesitation”
ball which Is more a method of de
livery than anything on the ball
In this delivery of the ball, the
arm comes back and up, and at the
peak of the back swing, stops for
a brief but noticeable period be
fore making the down swing. It re
minds those other old timers who
can remember when" of how Link
used to throw a baseball across tlie
diamond from the shortstop posi
tion, Just In time to nip a runner
streaking for first. "Slow and easy
does it” has always been his motto
and it has resulted in more wins
than losses over the years.
Even when the going is tough
and the breaks are bad and those
naughty words that come to all
bowlers are on the tip of his tongue,
they slide out so gently and easily
that you hardly realize the salti
ness and vigor behind them. On
the platform Link is 8 two stepper,
taking two steps and checking him
self j'ist short of the foul line.
Facing the pins, erect and four
square, he rolls a moderately slow
ball but has very good control, and
does as that old master Gene Hall
used to say "It ain't how hard you
hit ’em but where you hit 'em that
counts." Speaking of control this
reporter recalls one incident that
was a high light in Link's bowling
career. Many years ago in a bowl
ing match Link got a half—Wor
cester break with his first ball, and
in spite of his best efforts put the
next two right through the same
hole for a 2 box. Exasperated be
yond measure lu- grabbed another
ball from the rack before the boy
could set up the pins, and shot It
down the ailey to hit the hole
again. Seven times he put the ball
through the hole amid the cheers
of his companions and then turn
ing to the crowd said "Just see
what I can do when I don’t want
to do it.” The mystery of whether
he was trying to hit the hole or the
pins has never been cleared up to
■ Continued on Pace six*
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A MASTERLY PRESENTATION
The Inaugural address of Governor Cross Is presented In
full for the readers of The Courier-Oa2ette to study at their
leisure, this despite its 6,000 word length. It is an important
contribution to the history of Maine, coming at this critical
time, and like all such utterances has been received with
mixed reactions. From both parties have come warm praise
for his proposals for handling the unhappy situation with
regards to the liquor problem and, as might be expected,
loud walls of anguish arise among the political minded in
the Republican camp at the prospect of losing the kisii pat
ronage system of the State Highway pork barrel.
The Governor’s address was the pronouncement of a
courageous leader with a masterly grasp of the entire complex
set-up of State business. Few are in a better position to
know the multiple problems a chief executive must face, and
these Mr. Cross met boldly. There was no penny-pinching
apparent nor was the easy-apehding attitude, which has
been the order of the day in Washington and in many states.
One perfectly human question obtrudes—that of financing
the several forward looking objectives mentioned in the ad
dress. Will the existing Income of the State care for these
several major Increases in expenditures without encroaching
on the surplus? No word appears of an increase in revenue.
It seems highly important at this time to keep the bonk bal
ance strong and our credit secure. Gov. Cross is a sound
financier and we have full faith he has this matter in mind.
His blunt acceptance of the challenge presented by the
existing liquor problem was encouraging and can have few
critics. There can be little serious objection to his proposal
to end the danger of a breakdown In the morale of the High
way Department. The time to lock the stable is before the
horse is stolen and Governor Cross proposes to make as
scandal-proof as possible the enormous expenditures of the
Highway Department before it is seriously involved in any ill
repute.
The message was that of a courageous leader and for It
Oovernor Cross is to be commended. Now he faces the more
serious task of executing his objectives. In this he must
have and should have the full support of the overwhelmingly
Republican Senate and House of Representatives. The news
from Augusta during this term of Legislature will be read as
never before by a vitally Interested public and the vote of
every legislator on every major Issue will be carefully scrutin
ized.
The Republican Party of Maine stands at the cross roods.
We hope it avoids the primrose path to its own destruction.
THE CASE FOR CIVIL DEFENSE
Civil Defense in Knox County has fallen on evil days.
Its devoted leaders have labored long and hard, but find
themselves stymied on two counts—a public apathy that Is
nothing short of alarming and a lack of financial and per
sonnel support from the top echelon of Civil Defense at the
State level that is most disheartening.
Knox County is no exception to the general condition
which obtains in Maine or the nation. The average citizen
secs small sense in spending time and money In preparation
for invasion when that invasion is purely a “maybe." A
serious study of the potential destructiveness of an atomic
attack will jolt any thinking person out of his complacency,
yet Civil Defense authorities have been unable to impress on
the public the extent of potential disaster. Possibly worse, no
praotical workable organizational plans or the necessity for
them, has been seriously presented. The decentralization of
industry and population, recognized by everybody as a "first"
in the steps against the atomic attack, is little more than a
theory with huge new plants being built constantly in popu
lous cities.
On the local level a whole new reawakening is needed.
The County authorities have sanctioned the continuance of
the control center, the heart of the county set up, yet funds
or organized help from the State officers are conspicuous by
their absence in Knox County, though funds have been ap
propriated.
This may be a voice crying in the wilderness, but Civil
Defense is vitally needed in this coastal area, and further
delay may be forever too late.

CHURCHILL IS CHURCHILL, THANK GOD
When the history of our times is written two decades
hence one man will stand out above all others and his name
will be Winston Churchill, son of an American-born mother.
His mind has been fir-seeing and always fearless and his
tough British hide has withstood rebulfs from an ungrate
ful constituency that would have broken the spirit of a lesser
man many times over, yet always, in England's hour of
greatest need, she has turned to the pudgy, hard hitting
Churchill
His current visit to President-elect Eisenhower shows
admirably the calibre of the man. None knew better than
he that his Journey would be viewed with lifted eyebrows on
both sides of the Atlantic, but the direct road to understand
ing and co-operation between the two great nations could only
be attained through personal contact according to Churchill's
straight thinking.
The end of the talks leaves a warmer feeling all over
this country, and his blunt, acutely expressive words were a
balm to many of the fearful souls—"We want trade—not aid,"
“We do not want to live on you." "The center of gravity In
the resistance to Communism is 'Western Europe, not Korea."
His frankly expressed conviction that the war in Korea is
better not expanded was viewed with alarm by many, but It
is unthinkable for a man of Churchill's hard hitting tempera
ment, to consider a stalemate with Stalinism.
Churchill is Churchill, thank God.

Rev. Oeorge H. Wood, pastor of
the Universalist Church In Rock
land, was named chaplain of Wlnslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post, Ameri
can Legion Thursday evening. Hi
replaces Theodore Perry who re

signed in order that the poet might
have a clergyman in the position.
Rev. Wood is a veteran of World
War 2. having served as a lieuten
ant commander to the Navy Chap
lain Corps
Business is a battlefield—and
the ones who win are those armed
with knowledge, new idea^ and
superior methods.

of Ships and Men
John M. Richardson

I p until and through World W'ar I Boston Harbor was a steamboatman's paradise" says Captain Scott.
"The Eastern was the largest coastwise operator with their beautiful white fleet.”

Up until and through most of York, New Haven and Hartford
World War One Boston's water- Railroad controlled this vast enterfront was a steamboatman’s para- prisedise It was a big field and as far j
dlrect°rs of the Corporation
!
as
Calvin Austin,
as employment was concerned it : „
„ ..follows:
„
1 Henry R Mallory, William T. Cobb,
covered many professions or skills, WlUlam H H111 charles p u
n certain types of labor that In a Joslah w
p
few short years thereafter were per and Galen F. Stone. The CorT SOme ,°thlr
p°ra''10n ^ued
in first
of livelihood. It not only changed and rrfunding 5<- mortgage
«
n?an>' “ 800d man ‘ In Edition 10 the bating equip,
completely re- ment,
conlroUed very valuab!e
vamped the face of the entire Bos- , uharf property In Boston and along
ton waterfront.
It completely j the Malne
coast. The Eastern opblacked out an old familiar picture., erated the huge fleet at a loss until
painted a new scene, and scattered ,
1914 when u
tltloned
many familiar faces to the far cor- lnto ^^ptcy, this was all cor
ners of the earth. I was In that tributed to by
the hard times of
picture, perhaps a little more for 1913 and 1914.
tunate than some of the rest. I
Calvin Austin was appointed re
considered it a little more luck on
my part, but I w as the last man on I ceiver and the final auction sale of
the Eastern Steamship Corporation
that time that a mill of fate was was held in Bangor on June 3,
gradually weaving a curtain that , 1917, and was bid in for $3,666,000.
would soon be drawn to black out 111 "O*"^ « the Eastern S. S
one of the most colorful pictures of Lines, Inc., In March 1917 with
Calvin Austin as president. This
that era.
U,p until early 1918 the princi also was a Maine corporation with
pal wharves in Boston-Foster's, a total of $5,437,000 in both com
India, Union and Central, were mon and preferred stock of a value
completely encircled with the hulls of *100 for Purred and $25 for
of that beautiful white fleet flying common and a first consolidated
the house flag of the Eastern bond issue of $5,700,000.
This was a big deal and one of
Steamship Lines, Inc. At Foster's
Wharf, the Kennebec Line; south chance in those days. The Boston
side of India, the Bangor Line; and Yarmouth Steamship Com
north side of India, the Metropoli pany was controlled by the Eastern
tan passenger steamers; south side at that time and this line in par
of Central, the Portland and Bos ticular was a paying proposition.
ton boats as well as the Boston and
The beginning of the first World
8t. John, N. B. Line, and on the War guaranteed the financial sta
end of Central, the Boston and bility of the Eastern Steamship
Yarmouth steamers: the south side Lines, but on the other hand tt left
of Union, the Metropolitan freight them pretty much crippled as far
steamers. The company's two as equipment was concerned. In
steam lighters, the H. McGowan my tittle black book I marked a
and James Anderson, were familiar cross after hearing the gong that
sights along the waterfront as they began ringing out the death kneli
cruised the harbor with decks piled of the coastwise steamboats I will
high with bales of cotton from the soon send an article to The CourierMetropolitan
freight
steamers Gazette telling why I left the East
They were also busy in the Spring ern during that period.
of the year, loading life rafts and
Why I say that the first World
life boats on various passenger War guaranteed the financial sta
steamers to comply with the bility of the Eastern Steamship
steamboat inspection service for Company was the fact that the
the Increase in summer passenger company received $1350,000 each
traffic. The lighter James Ander for the Massachusetts, Bunker Hill
son was commanded by Capt. A. C. and Old Colony, taken over by the
Crandall, a veteran retired Boston government and converted Into
steamboat inspector, who later be mine sweepers, never to be returned
came my assistant in the Marine to the company. They received
Department of the company.
$110,000 for the old Boston, an an
The Eastern Steamship was the cient boat that had really lived
largest coastwise steamship com her life span; they received $380,000
pany operating on the coast at each for the H. M. Whitney, James
that time. Its rise to its famous 8. Whitney, Herman Winter and
growth began In 1901 when it ab H. F. Dimock and this money could
sorbed the old Boston and Bangor be used in part to buy and retire
8. 8. Company. It then consoll- most of the company’s bonds.
dated all lines running east of, when the Calvin Austin. Gov. Cobb,
Boston. It was then under the gov. Dingley and Ransom B. Fuller
guidance of the late Charles W. were taken only a skelton was left
Morse, who later became Involved 0{ what was once the Eastern. The
In difficulties and In December 2nd World War put new names
1911 the company was reorganized, j and hailing ports on the hulls of
under the laws of Maine as the the Belfast and Camden and the
Eastern Steamship Corporation, Boothbay was dressed in a new
wlth a capital of $6,150,000. It was j uniform In the service of her counalso a holding company for the , try.
Metropolitan 8. S. Co, running j nu; winter ice and rugged tides
passenger and freight steamers to i aiong the Maine Coast began to
New York, also the Maine S. S. Co. | ;<xaien the planks on the wharves,
of the Portland and New York pas- j rust formed on the chains of the
senger and freight line. The New j ojd gitp^ the good Lord tried hard

HATCH’S MARKET

to beautify those old landmarks.
He had sown buttercup seeds close
up to the planking and in many
cases along the cap logs but to no
avail. The elements took over and
crumbled the stoutest of spiles and
the winter northwesters strewed
them along the beaches to be burled
in the sand. Just before World
War One there was a gradual
change taking place that very few
would notice at that time. I refer
to the steamers Wlwuma and Nahanada that were running from
Bath to Boothbay at that time.
These boats were taken out of ser
vice as unprofitable, brought to
Boston and offered for sale.
The Wlwurna was sold. At that
time I was marine superintendent
and I could see where we could
make a material saving if we could
build over the Nahanada Into a
towboat for our own use. She
would soon pay for her outfitting
in the saving of tow bills. Mr.
Austin consented and we laid the
Nahanada astern of the Kennebec
steamers at Foster’s wharf during
the alterations.
Her entire superstructure was
ripped off under the guidance of J.
McDonald, who was foreman car
penter at that time. Her hull was
heavily reinforced, new and heavy
guard rails were built and a com
plete tugboat housing superstructure
was added. This was the same old
Nahanada but dressed differently
for her new enrollment. When she
was completed I took her out for a
short run. She was the last word
in perfection for a small harbor
tug, and answered every command
as she did in her colorful dayB be
tween Bath and Boothbay. When
I first blew her whistle It was a
little choked, but she quickly gained
her composure and produced that
same sharp echo she did many
times entering Christmas Cove.
Fate prevented my pot idea from
being realized as the Eastern re
ceived a big offer for her from a
a Fall River dredging concern
where she served faithfully for sev
eral years. I wonder if she is still
on duty.
The cancellations of the several
outpost runs of the small boats of
that great fleet, was in reality the
giving way to land transportation,
which In a few short years spread
its tentacles out over coastal
waters, to silence the familiar
whistle, to make obsolete that pic
turesque walking beam, to cool the
steam from the belching safety
valve, and to obliterate for all time
that flaming streak of phosphorus
that could be seen nightly on the
waters from Boston to Rockland.
Those who operated those boats
moved to new fields and brought
great despair to those In retire
ment.
Capt. Walter C. Scott.
One of the most hazardous oc
cupations is that of smoking In
bed in outing pajamas.
MAKITIMES

FllELKlDl
HAPPY NEW YEAR/
HAPPY 6REETIN6/
USE OUC FUELOIL/
HAPPY HEATING.

Subscribe to The Oourier-Oasette

"Where the Fishermen Meet and Trade”
j a famiy i
Imnt, your chour a aat
•sly for your lifasnu,
a ma*. W« as
My you had luting uadacaao
direugk our vulr rclrcBoa of Sock
*4 Agu family moauaxss. bek a
by a ugatd guarinut W

fail

Chester Brooks
WARREN
CAMDEN

TEL 98
TEL 2151

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 70 YEARS
During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison

PHONE THOMASTON 17»

235 Main Street • Opposite Pleasant Street
GRAPES

.............................................................

2 lbs. 31c

.......................................................

lb. 49c

MINCED HAM..........................................................

lb. 49c

SMOKED SHOULDERS ......................................

lb. 39c

GROUND BEEF, Lean.........................................

lb. 49o

FRANKP0RT8

AO

Maia Office-Showroom, Thomutoa
Aasnfaotoriiic Plant, Snot Onion
A U I H O R I 7 I □

U • A I I

I

Moke thia "Rcsslatlsn'* Near!
Call 1X71 for prompt daUroty of
our dependable Fool OIL H"»
yoar assurance of steady warmlfe
I winter long.

ffii MARITIME-

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

Funeral Home

Ut-tU LOOtBOOK

STEAMBOAT YARNS

[EDITORIAL]

Universalist Minister Named
To Rockland Legion
Staff

Wolds

Ambulance Service

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publisher, JOHN M RICHARDSON

A. L. Chaplain

FASHION PLATE
FATHERS

Remember when father
wore a derby hat, high stiff
collar, and button shoes?
In your estimation, he cut
quite a figure as he saun
tered Jauntily down the
street, lipping his hat to
the ladles. It was then
that you decided to have
outfit Just like his
when you grew up. And
no argument about It. That
was final. Remember?
Your personal wishes rule
our JudfOWSt In planning
the last lovely tribute to your
loved one.

,
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I am firmly convinced that the Special privileges as they are cow,
Annual Reports
people of Maine demand a strong for oxample, under the Betterment
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
iContinued from Page Ooe)
Park and Picnic Arena
approach to the problem ln order Program. I know full wen. and
As to our public parks, tha beet to restore public confidence in the commend the efforts made by the Girl Scout Council Met For
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
: ful industry and society all who
proof
of the demand from the pub ' Integrity of government. I assure present Commission to protect and
Business and To Hear
can possibly be helped under this
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
lic for public parka and camping you and the.people of our state spend thl* appropriation carefully
program.
Excellent Talk
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
areas has been the heavy use of I that every effort to accomplish and wisely, but the fact remains
Advertisements ln this column not to exceed three line* lnaerted
State School for Deaf
existing facilities by Maine citizens this fact shall be made. With your that it Is an outstanding example i The Rockland Council of Girl
once for SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
There is a great deal of concern as well as out-of -state visitors. I help and co-operation it can be of pressure politics far beyond Its Scouts held its annual meeting at
cento each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
over the conditions at the State urge continuation al present pro- done.
original Intent. With the present ; the Scout Room, Community Build
Special notice! Ail “blind ads’* so called, L e. advertisements
School for the Deaf in Portland greselve program and will present
After long and caretui study of accelerated program of construc ing. Thursday night.
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaiette
The buildings are obsolete, a dis- I financial details in the budget
office for handling. cost 15 rents additional
the department and the laws per tion there is no further need of
Annual reports were submitted i
tinct fire hazard, and facilities are { message.
taining to its administration, it is this being a program within a pro by the committee chairmen: MemALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
greatly Inadequate to handle the
gram
and
I
strongly
recommend
quite evident that too many powers
Agriculture
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
pressure of a mounting enrollment
keeping will be maintained for these ads,
A great expansion and dlveraifica- by law and regulation now rest that the Betterment Fund of one 1 benefit. I will be available to you
ln this field. I recommend strongly
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
!! tion of our agricultural productivity solely in the hands of an adminis million be merged with the acceler at any time.
two major changes in regard to
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
This would ated construction plan.
' has occurred in recent years and trative commission.
It is my firm belief that this
this institution: First, that Its ad-,.
.
.
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
not
be
corrected,
in
my
opinion, by
! has produced many new phases of
I would not be consistent with Legislature faces, as has no other,
ministration be transferred to the
1 production.
The University of ’ further concentrating it in the my peat legislative record of high a challenge and a duty to our
— Department of Education as this
Maine, the Extension Program and hands of one commissioner: rather, way planning if I did not strongly Maine citizens. A challenge to
is an educational not a welfare
would I strongly recommend the urge this Legislature to eliminate restore to the people of this state,
WANTED
FOR SALE
problem: second, that a new site. ! the Department of Agriculture are
I striving to promote new ways of following divisions of responsibility completely the practice of legisla faith in the honesty and integrity
...
_ „ ,, , ! more suitable for a school of this
KOREAN Veterans: The Rockland I
NEW Milch Caw and Calf for
1 raising and selling our fine Maine and authority: First, establish the tive road resolves or pork barrel so- ot its public officials and a duty
sale: 42 South Main St. TEL School of Commerce is approved I ^’Pe. be set up outside the city products. Increased concentration I commission as a board to control called. It is a relic of the past,
to see that the people are kept in- j
254-W_______________________ 6^7 for training under PL 550. for j where conditions will be more in
listings, engage in policy making outmoded, and a complete duplica formed of every activity of their I
educational benefits New classes pne with proper educational pro- on new canning and freezing plants
GLENWOOD
Kitchen Range start Jan. 19
throughout the state will still fur and act aa an appeals board. Sec tion of some existing programs. It government. Only by public edu
5-8 cedure.
with oil burner, for sale Excellent
ther
promote this activity. One of ond, place responsibility tor all has no part ln a system of modern cation and an honest, oper. door
SMALL Children wanted to
condition.
TEL. 1382-R. after
Education
our greatest needs is the continua purchases and sales in the hands highway and fiscal planning. I policy, can we keep faith and con
5 p. m_______________________5*7 board, days only. TEL 1351-R.
city.
4*6
In the field of education we must tion of a sound highway planning of a competent business manager recommend its elimination and the fidence with our citizens. I pledge
38 PT Boat, 10 ft 4 ln. beam. 3
Protect him allocation of the same amount, plus to you and the people of Maine
use
a threefold attack to solve the program keyed to the rural areas or administrator.
ROOM and Board wanted by
ft. draft, for sale Pour years old.
Cedar strip construction. Built Coastguardsman. Must be close to basic problems of teachers' pay, of our agricultural state in order j from political pressure and pay other dollars. Into the town road that I shall do everything ln my
4*6 teachers’ training and continued to move our products more quickly him a sufficient amount to obtain Improvement fund, where as you power to accomplish these things
extra heavy, fully found. 10 watt town. TEL. 1500.
radio
telephone
Fathometer,
state aid to towns and cities. The to market. Higher standards of an outstanding man. Third, place all know, the towns wlli benefit on I shall, need your help and your
SUN OIL COMPANY
junior. Grey marine 2:1 reduction
OFFERS S54 A WEEK
State should lead the way in set packaging and grading should be all licensing and enforcement under a completely fair, Just and equit co-operation. Let us set aside par
gear. Now lobsterlng. TEL. 121
WHILE
ting standards of teachers' pay, enforced in order to keep the pres a division absolutely separate in able mileage basis. I am confident tisan or petty politics and work
or write Box. 163. Vinalhaven.
TRAINING
fact and intent; the duties of this that we can build many more miles together for the good of Maine and
4*6
For a business of your own, earn based on ability, training and years tige and quality of Maine products.
division, the granting of all li of passable roads under such a pro Its people. Remember that every
DRY Slabwoou foi sale, stove while you learn. Trained mer of experience. I also recommend
Sea and Shore Fisheries
lengths, delivered. $10 per load, chandisers work closely with you that state tuition of Maine students The marine farming ot our coastal censes, hearings on revocations or gram. Let us face facts realisti- problem has a solution if we but
suspensions, and general enforce ally and in the interests of all the look for it. I know that with God's
approx, one cord. BOB ROGERS. to assure your success Locations at our teacher colleges be cut in
Tel. 257-M3
4*6 immediately available at Rockland half to encourage greater enroll area has been the lifehood of this ment of law and regulations. Ap people of Maine and not a favored help and the help of the people of
and Camden. Me., For appointment
state for many years. The dollar
peals coujd then be made from any few.
'■SHOP3MITH " is not a combina PHONE Camden 2169 Monday ment of potential teachers and that
Maine, we will be able to meet this
tion, but instead the only real through Friday 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. facilities at our teacher colleges be volume of all our fisheries' pro decisions of thia Bureau to the
challenge,
solve the problems, and
Economy
ducts has increased tremendously Commission, thus keeping the com-,
multi-purpose power tool built. or Write P. O. Box 1487. Portland
modernized and improved to offer
Bee it at W D. HEALDS. ’ next the
It is very evident from the fore go forward to a finer and a better
3-5 a greater variety of opportunity in during the past few years. New and missioners on a high quasi-judicial
Village Green”, Camden, Me
4-9
pressing problems make imperative plane, removed from all details of going recommendations that this state.
MAN wanted with High School teacher preparation. A continuation
BURTON M CROSS.
FURNITURE and misc. items for education for doorman and other
a greater emphasis on research and purchases, sales and enforcement, Legislature and thia administration
of the Maine School Building
Governor of Maine.
sale. Girls' Coats, sizes 12 and 16. work. Apply In Person only, to.
development in this field. From a , yet holding the balance of decision must exert every effort humanly
... ,
$5 each TEL. 219-M________ £6 MGR , KNOX THEATRE. Rock- Authority program will do much to practical standpoint I strongly
3-5 improve that physical structure of recommend the consolidation of' at the policy level. I am confi possible to exercise a sound but not
PROBATE
ONE-Half Horse three-phase mo land.
shortsighted economy In all its ef
tor, and one-quarter horse Motor
BACHELOR would like to share our Publlc
and
in n* many of the existing licenses to! dent that with such a division oi
STATE OF MAINE
power, with these checks and bal- j forts in behalf of the taxpayers of
for sale. Also Plumber’s Furnace. his four-room Apt. with couple who self will help to attract and to hold
To all person,? interested in eillier
promote uniformity and for the ■ ances. we will find that this de this state. The programs which I
TEL 406-R.
3*5 have living room furniture. Share teachers within our state.
of the estates hereinafter named:
greater
convenience
of
those
who
have
placed
before
you
indicate
a
partment can be operated efficient
At a Probate Court held at Rock
The 95th Legislature authorized
PARLOR Hub Heater for sale expenses. Write LA. % The Cou
make their livelihood from the sea ly and well, that honesty, effi-, slower but continued rise of infla land, ln and for the Oounty of
3-5
Good oondition. RAYEB CRAFT rier-Gazette, or call 921-R.
the removal of the Vocational
SHOP 14 Prescott St
3*5
Elsb and Game Program and
ciency. and integrity by the Com- | tion. Every method will be used Knox, on the sixteenth day of De
EXPERIENCED Driver in Win Training School from Augusta to
cember. ln the year of our Lord one
mission and its employes will be on my part to carefully examine thousand nine hundred and fiftyPollution
1946 DODGE 14-ton stake body ter weather wanted to accompany Portland, where the facilities are
every
phase
of
administration
to
Truck for sale
Excellent condi !ady going to Orlando, Fla, after much broader and where many
recognized
and
that
public
confi,
For many years Maine has stood;
two, and by adjournment from day
tion. H TURNER RFD 3. Wal the New Year. Man preferred.
see if better business methods, to day from the sixteenth day of
,
157tf more students can be adequately as the acme of fishing and hunting dence will be restored.
doboro Tel. 94-4
3*5 EMERY, Tel. 435-W3.
streamlining of activities, and pos said December The following mat
taken care of. This program is of and our Fish and Game Depart-j I further recommend that all.
ters having been presented for the
SIX 6-ft. plate glass Showcases
ment has done much to protect and liquor concerns selling to the state sible consolidation within depart action thereupon hereinafter in
primary
importance
to
Maine,
its
for sale
LLOYD'S PHARMACY
promote this phase ot our state.! furnish a list of all officers and di ment may offset this growing trend. dicated lt is hereby ORDERED:
industry,
and
its
citizens,
and
Main St_____________________ Itf
Maine's record of sound govern
— WANTED —
That notice thereof be given to
should be continued and enlarged One great danger to this natural j rectors of their corporations, also
COMPRESSOR for sale garage
resource is stream, river and lake! designate a salesman, if operating ment, balanced budgets, and the all persons interested, by causing
Experienced
as
rapidly
as
the
dollars
can
be
mode! in excellent condition. 4
a oopy of this order to be published
pollution. This ever increasing within the state. These salesmen minimum of debt, is one which we three weeks successively in The
found to implement it.
cubic feet. Call BICKNELL Mfg
must
preserve
if
we
preserve
the
Bookkeeper
menace to our water resources must should be licensed and that license
Co. 360
155-tf
Courier-Gazette a newsjjaper pub
State Employees
be met on a carefully considered be revdked for any of the follow stability of our state and its people. lished at Rockland, in said Oounty,
ATTENTION FISHERMEN! ”
Capable of Taking Charge of
If we want continued efficient, and long-range plan. A start to
that they may appear at a Probate
Full Set of Books.
Trap Stock, largest supply in
Conclusion
ing reasons: Political contributions
Court to be held at said Rockland
GOOD SALARY
honest, conscientious state em ward testing and classification of
Maine INDEPENDENT LOBSTER
I
have
offered
you
these
sug

to
a
candidate
for
state
office;
‘
on the twentieth day of January,
Apply in own handwriting
COMPANY, Rockland. Tel 303
ployees. we must see to it that our our entire watershed was authorized
stating education and experience
spending of money or political acti- j gestions. these recommendations AD. 1963 at ten o'clock In the fore
129tf
| personal rates and working condi by the last Legislature. A continua
WRITE J. R.
vtty in behalf of any candidate for j for your consideration. They are noon. and be heard thereon if they
1947 PONTIAC for sale; radio
tions are such as to keep and at- tion of this program is essential
heater
Priced reasonable; 116
publlc office in state government; I offered sincerely, and from the ex see cause
% Courier-Gazette
tract only the best to state service. for
progress. Until we know,
No. Main St. PHONE 610. 128tf
R.ALPH D LEONARD, bite of!
gifts to any employee of the Liquor perience of 12 years of study of our
In line with this I recommend that the full story as lt exists, we can
Melrose. Massachusetts, deceased
Commission: or any other act Maine government. It Is my be Exemplified Copy of Win and Pro
a one-step increase in employees’ not intelligently plan ahead. Our
EGGS & CHICKS
which would appear to influence lief tliat they are sound and in the bate thereof, together with a peti
DON'T DIG!
salaries be granted, retroactive to present laws or any future ones in
All kinds of Pipes, Sewers and
in any way the Commission or its publlc interest. I a«ure you that tion for Probate of Foreign Will,
mttj.s Hatchery now open. Sex- Drain,?.
January
1,
1953
and
that
the
regard to elimination of pollution employees It should 'oe empha- i you will have my complete co-oper asking that the copy of said Will
Cleaned
electrically.
link Chicks for sale, pullets, PETER ALEXANDER. Tel. Bel schedule of state department heads'
must be weighed carefully to pro
ation in your endeavors to legis may be allowed, filed and recorded
cockerels or straight run. Maine- fast 731-W.
153*9 salaries be re-examined and revised tect all the interests of all the sized that quality of product and
in the Probate Court of Knox
UB Approved PulJorum Clean Bred
public acceptance, not political fa late for the people of our state. County.
OIL Burners wanted to clean. to bring these men and women people of Maine.
for high egg production. Order
Please
call
on
me
if
my
ricip
in
voritism, should be the yardstick
JAMES HAUDHN ROBERTS
now for choice of dates. BYRON Price $3. FIX-IT SHOP. 138 Cam more nearly in line with private
used in listing and purchasing solving your problems can be of late of Vinalhaven. deceased. Will
125tf enterprise. Along these same lines
labor Department
MILLS, Waldoboro, Me Tel. 51-3 den St. Tel. 1061-W.
192tf
and
Petition for Probate thereof
The record of Labor and Industry liquor.
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work I recommend that compensation
asking that the same may be
Notices Ot Appointment
MAINF.-U S Approved Pullorum done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 for members of the Legislature be in tlie State of Maine is one of
Highways and Bridges
Clean Black sex-link pullet Chicks Union St, Orove St entrance. Tel.
I, wtns.iH r. VTNAL. Register of proved and allowed and that Let
which we may justly be proud. We,
167*5 increased. Maine is one of the lowNow. there is another major Probate for the Oounty of Knox ters Testamentary issue to Allston
for sale, from eggs produced by our 1680 EVA AMES.
here in Maine, have never over problem facing this Legislature
P. Roberts of Vinalhaven, he be
own breeders. Bred for high pro
IRON, Steel, Metal, Rags and eat pay states in the remuneration
In the State of Maine, hereby cer
law makers and a personal
th« importance of collective The 30 million dollar budget of the tify that in the following estates ing the executor named therein,
duction and excellent livability Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR- of
_ its
_ _________
JAMESON
POULTRY
FARM DON & SON 6 Leland St, Tel. ; financlal Mcnftce must be made by bargaining and the attitude of co- Highway Department thia year re the pereons were appointed Admin without bond.
Waldoboro. Maine. Tel. 163 3*8 123-W
98tf its Legislators in attending a ses- operative round-table discussion.
ESTATE W GEORGE PAYSON,
istrators. Executor-'. Guardians and
flects the heavy demand of road Conservators and on the dates late of Union, deceased Petition
DONT discard your old or i. . „ .
Industry in Maine is to be com
building
and
maintenance.
The
antique furniture Call. H JOHN S1M' of
LeK^'^c
for Administration asking that
____
TO LET
mended for its steady growth and 95th Legislature authorized the hereinafter named
CHARLOTTE V LAW WATERS Orevts F. Payson of Union, or some
NEWMAN for restoring and reState Office Bui
stable
condition.
The
state
must
Tel.1
.
, ,
Highway Commission to enlist the of Rockland November 18, 1952 other suitable person, be appointed
THREE-Room Apt unfurnished finishing: 48 Masonic St
administrator, without bond
itf i I must point out to you the ob- do all it can ln the fields of reto let. Lights, hot and cold water. l lofi-M
aid of the Automotive Safety Muriei M Ronco of Lubec was ap
| vious necessity of correcting the search and promotion to help
pointed Guardian and qualified by
TEL 1018-M.
5*7
ESTATE GEOROE A. TURNER,
Foundation I have carefully ex filing bond on December 4. 1952.
j intolerable and crowded working maintain and develop our industry
late of Isle au Haut, deceased Pe
SMA7,L Furnished Apt. to let,
REAL ESTATE
amined their initial report, the
JOHN A. FROST of Rockland. tition for Administration asking
conditions in and around the State an<i serve it in every way we can. |
econd floor.
Adults. Apply 12
yardstick used, and the facts and December 4. 1992 Carl M Stilphen that Chas H. Turner of Isle au
VARREN ST
5-7
EIGHT-Rioom House for sale, ful! Capital. As it now exists, it is im- in my recommendations on the
of Rockland was appointed Con Haut. or some other suitable per
,efflcle“y * Development Commission there are conclusions presented and consider servator and qualified by filing son,
FOUR-Room Modem Apt. to let. rant XVX/XuX poSSiWe 10 aUa‘n
be appointed administrator,
Automatic oil heat. Easy walk to equipped. For information write operation or to properly coordinate provisions for an enlargement of them to be of far reaching impor bond on December 5. I960.
with bond
tance to our state and its traveling
town; 36 Pearl St., Tel. Camden
MILDRED TOWNSEND HOIiMBS
R. B. ULMER, Port Clyde, j state departmental activity. I am this valuable program. We not only
ESTATE HANDRA I.xwr; ORJSLN 3006.
5-7 MRS.
__________________
4*9 j confident that a properly planned j want new industry
but we want to public. Let me stress that this re of Rockland December 16. 1952 LAW. late of Friendship, deceased
industry
FURNISHED, heated Apt. for
port is completely unbiased, with Ansil Lewis Holmes of Rockland Petition for Administration asking
office building will repay Its cost become the best possible site for
rent. TEL. 519-J.
5*7
out fear or favor, political or sec was appointed Guardian and qoli- that QSbonte M OreenUw of
many
times
over
ln
added
efficiency
MISCELLANEOUS
those
already
here.
In
fact,
we
must
FIVE Room Upstairs Apt. with
tional favoritism, nnd should be fied by filing bond on same date Friendship, or some other suitable
and convenience to the tax paying continue to keep a favorable climate
flush to let. 5 rm. 1st floor with
KKNRY A. HOWARD, Ute of person, be appointed admini'trator,
considered on this fact-finding ba
MRS
E
B
SLEEPER.
recently
bath. ARTHUR PEASE. Thomas with Walker’s Tailor Shop, will be public. Much valuable time is for our industry to promote its
Rockland, deceased. December 16. without bond.
sis.
I
strongly
recommend
to
you
ton 169-73.
5tf at home. 239 Cedar St. and is pre wasted by citizens attempting to growth and expansion. With the
1952 Nathalie Edwards Nicholas
ESTATE MARY ORNE GREEN
APARTMENT to let, 5 rooms, pared to make dresses, suits, coats, locate state departments scattered full co-operation of the State. Labor | that we accept and translate Into of RockUnd. was appointed execu LAW. late of Friendship, deceased
heat CALL 1051-R
4*6 and all kinds of furwork. Altera all over the capital city. I urge and Industry, Maine can face the legislation the major outlines and trix and qualified by filing bond on Petition for Administration asking
that Osborne M. Greenlaw of
same date.
FIVE Rooms and bath to let. tions on same Reasonable prices. your study of this major problem future with confidence ln thia field specifications of the report, especi
Friendship, or some other suitable
132-6-tf
ally that relating to our claaslfica- j OENTEVA F THOMPSON. Ute person, be appointed administra
Newly decorated; 172 Camden St. TEL. 36.
of government.
of Friendship, deceased. December
and provide enough Jobs and a high
TEL. 768-J.__________________ 3-5
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS’
tions of federal aid, state, and
tor. without bond
enough standard of living to attract state-aid highways. I am firmly 22. 1952 Irving A Fales of Oushing
Send five questions, gl 'X) stamped
Development of Our Natural
THREE-Room Apt with bath to
was appointed administrator and
ESTATE BERTHA ORNE. late of
our young men and women and
let at once. MILDRED STETSON. envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS,
Resources
conrinced that such a move will qualified by filing bond on .same Friendship, deceased. Petition for
21 Knox St., Thomaston.
3*5 advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett,
keep
them
here
in
Maine.
Administration asking that Os
Maine stands on the threshold
be in the best interests of the peo date.
In the light of inflated cost of
TWO-Room
Apt, attractively Mass Full page reading enclosed of a terrific development expansion
EDWARD H BLAiCKINOTON. borne M. Greenlaw of Friendship,
ple of Maine It is quite evident
or some other suitable person, be
fum. to let on Camden. St with
of our mineral and other natural
we musl re-examine realisti from this report that our highway late of Rockland, deceased. De appointed administrator, without
bath and elec, refrig. CALL 1219.
TYPEWRITER Repairing, at 75
cember 16. 1962 Ralph A. Blackingcally
the
present
weekly
benefits
statutes have been basically sound ton of Bath was appointed admin bond.
4*lt resources. A great challenge faces
____ __________________
3tf BROAD ST
and number of weeks’ pay under
hfc'lTiJOOT FOR CHANGE OF
but certain features of these laws istrator, without bond.
CENTRAL Comfortable Room to
INSTRUCTION. Male Will talk our Development Commission in
EDWARD OB. GONIA. Ute of NAME asking that the name of
let, in Portland. Long or short to reliable men. mechanically in properly exploiting this situation. both workmen's and unemployment present loopholes and opportunity
William
Charles Oogan of Thomas
stay. MRS A. H PILLSBURY, clined. who want to train spare Maine is surely on the march in compensation. I urge legislation to for political pressures and political Rocklar.d. deceased Decemhei 16.
221 High St.. Portland.
3*5 time for welding metal work re- every feature of our economy Our V™0* greater industrial aafety
1952 Lida T. Oonia of Rockland ton, be changed to Earl Charles
favoritism. As our laws are now was appointed executrix, and quali Cogan- presented by raid William
finishing ln Auto Body-Fender Re
and to revise the present death
FIVE-Room downstairs Apt
Charles Cogan.
written, they place tremendous fied by filing bond on same date.
pairing. Auto Engine Tune-Up in last year's recreational business
lot. TEL. 915-J
cluded. WiU not interfere with was at a new high. Our industrial benefit schedule for accidental power of decision solely in the
ESTATE ANNIE M BESBEY of
ELXXP
BACKBntOM.
Ute
of
St
UNFURN4-room heated Apt. your job. For information and
death or injury under our work
Petition for License
hands of the Highway Commission. George, deceased December 16, Friendship
to let. thermostatic control, elec Free Book, give address, age, expansion has been steady and men's compensation law.
to
sell certain real estate situated
1962 Natalie P. Backstrom of Port
sound.
No
Maine
industry
has
yet
This
complete
responsibility
of
de

kitchen range, elec, refrig, hot and working hours
Write AUTO
land was appointed administratrix, in Friendship, and fully described
Sales Tax
oold water, flush. $8 per week; CRAFTS TRAINING. % The Cou been lost to other states. Over one
cision places embarrassing pressure and qualified by filing bond on De in said petition, presented by Had
4 Rankin St, over Carr's Store. rier-Gazette
The Sales Tax has proven to be on the Highway Commission which cember 30, 1952.
3*5 bilUon doUars in manufactured
ley B. MiUer. Guardian.
TEL. 25 after 6 p m or before
sound
and stable source should be eased or removed. I
products was produced in Maine a
ESTATE OUST ANDERSON,
SINGER
Sewing
Mfg
Co.
Sales
GEORGE
C
SIMMONS.
Ute
of
830 p. m.
Itf
Service and Repair Write or Call last year. We must meet the com of state income and has provided recommend similar definite divi RockUnd. deceared. December 16, late of Rockland, deceased First
FOUR-Room downstairs Apt. for 258 Water St.. Auguata, Tel. 3770 or
and
Final Account presented for al
relief to the towns and cities of sion of Power as I have in the 19152 Abbie F Simmons of Rock
rent, complete with bath, living- Rockland Rep., John C. Benson, petition of other states and their
land was appointed executrix, lowance by Knox Oounty Trust
real
estate
taxation
at
the
state
Liquor Commission.
Place the without bond.
room oil burner, kitchen combina 376 Broadway, Rockland, TEL. selling programs. I strongly recom
Company, executor.
tion range with oil and electricity. 836-W
144-tf mend an expansion of activity and level. There appears to be no neces Highway Commission on a policy
ESTATE OUBT ANDERSON. late
JAMEB
H.
PETi'HE.
late
of
Water on meter Rent $7 50 per
a new aUgnment of our Develop sity to change the basic 2ri rate at making, fact-finding, and review Owl's Head, deceased. December of Rockland, deceased. Petition for
week; 43 Pacific St TEL 1288-W
this
time.
Several
features
appear
Distribution
presented by Knox
board basis. Place administration, 16 1962 Wtlhehmna E. Pettee of
during day. after 5, 291-W. Adults ELECTROLUX CLEANERS ment Commission and Its program.
I have set up ln the budget addi to require adjustment in order to contractural activity, budget and Owl's Head was appointed execu County Trust Company, executor
ohly.
157tf
WiU Be Checked FREE
trix, without bond.
ESTATE HARLAND C. DAVTS.
tional dollars to implement this' correct inequities and to better sd- fiscal problems under a business
FURNISHED
Apts
to
BEUUE K. PUHi'EK. Ute ofjbock- late of Cushing, deoeased First
This Week by
! ministration. I recommend three manager or chief highway admin
JOHNSON. Ill Pleasant St.
need.
and
Final Account presented for
Und. deceased. December
1662
basic amendments: (1) To collect istrator. Leave all engineering, de George W. Footer of Rockland was allowance by Alice E. Davis, ad
Factory Representative
tax on the net purchase price signing and details of construction appointed executor, without bond. ministratrix.
FIVE-ROOM Apt. to let. TEL
TEL. 39S-M
LOST AND FOUND the
_____________________ 146-tf
on automobile and farm vehicles. under the chief engineer and you
BBTATB IDA C. GILCHREST.
MARY OROGB. late of RockUnd,
3-5
December 16.
I960 late cf Montclair, New jersey, de
(31 A careful analysis of the brac should have three harmonious deceased.
FURNISHED and Unfurn. Apts, _______________________________ OOLD Wrist Watch and brececeased.
First and Pinal account
to let. Central and No. End loca
SBOOND-Hand Furniture bought let loot, some time before Christ- ket system to determine If it should groupings of responsibility in the Jerome O. Burrows of RockUnd was
appointed administrator tod quali- presented for allowance by Daisy
tions. inquire 11 JAMES ST 119tf and sold
Tel. 1S74-W
c. w mas to Thomaston or Rockland. need adjustment to better balance
hands of specialists in each field. fled by filing bond on same date.' F OOobreet, administratrix.
107tf Reward.
Leave at THE COU
SANDING Machine and Polisher 5SE W At J.
wsaw nrwv MCR. also tamen
MAURICE YOUWO
late Ot
RIER-GAZETTE
5*lt collection on small aales. (6) To Pay the business manager ade
to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer
pay to the merchants a fee for col quately. Protect him from politi aa ELCA FRANCOS RTCE. Ute of Rockland, deceased. Will and Pe
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
NVi'iOfc
is
hereby
given
of
the
tition
tor
Probate
thereof
asking
|
FURNISHED
COTTAGES
lection and filing returns
OO, 440 Main St_____________ Itf
cal pressure and we will receive RockUnd, deceased. December 16. that the same may be proved and
loss of Deposit Book number 8060
1969 Jerame C- Burrows of Rock
MAINE
ESTATE
Liquor Commission
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts
many more miles of road for our land wee appointed adndnUteater allowed and that Letters Tretaand the owner of said book asks
SAFETY HARBOR. FLORIDA
to let on Willow St TEL 939 or
for duplicate In accordance with
Much has happened in the late tti dollar. We cannot continue to and qualified by filing bond on mtetery Issue to Adah E Roberts
I
Close
to
St
Petersburg.
Clear
1216.
lOltf
the provisions of the State Law. two yean to brine tbs Liquor Com operate this degtertment with the
of Rockland, she being the execu
water and Tampa.
KNOX OOUNTY TRUST OO, by mission under the spotlight of ad- Highway Commission constantly
trix nsned therein, without bond,
klckTKD and unheated furnished
Write for information dreniar
Lendon Jscknon, Treat, Rockland,
cuvroir c. uccanr, lots «r
R VRML ;
Apts, to let V F STUDLEY. 77 11
139-tf
nniter
oolltieal
Me. !><• S7. 1999
Kte-ff-5
Park 84 Tela WM8 or 1334
Itf.
dFSeazed?
will aruf

THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

it.

bership. Mildred Crie: program,
Madlene Jackoon; publicity, Jose
phine Deshon and registration.
Helen Bray.
President Barbara Oriffith and
Vice Preoident. Dorothy Bird will
continue to serve the second year
of a two-year term. Helen Bray
was elected for a two-year term as
registrar. Elected to the board for
two years were Frances Mosher,
membership nominating commit
tee. and Evelyn Hallingan who will
serve as co-chairman of the Train
ing Committee with Lina Mountfort.
Mrs. Bird introduced Mrs. Eu
gene Welheton, from the Nether
lands, who gave a talk on customs
of her country, activities of Girl
Scouting there, and many inter
esting comparisons of phases of
life in the different countries.
Refreshments were served by
Dorothy Bird, Winona Gray. Alice
Soule. Leona WhitehilL Lina
Mountfort, Athleen Pease and
Pauline Talbot.
The next Board Meeting will be
held Feb. 12.

WE WILL BUY B
I GOOD CLEAN USED CARSP1

MILLER'S
GARAGE
OeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
RANKIN »T,
K00KLAND
6-S-tfl

NOTICES
Petition for Probate thereof ask
ing that the same may be proved
and allowed and that Letters Tes
tamentary issue to Ruth B. MdLain
of Thomaston, she being the execu
trix named therein, without bond‘d
GRACE O JOHNSTON, late of
Rockland, deceased Will and Pe
tition for Probate thereof asking
tliat the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testamen
tary issue to Alden P Johnston of
Warren, he being one of the execu
tors named ln said will. Owen W.
Johnston having declined to serve,
without bond.
PRANK A. WINSLOW, late of
Rockland, deceased. Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof asking that
the same may be proved and al
lowed and that Letters Testa
mentary Issue to John M Richard
son of Rockland, he being the
executor named therein, without
bond.
MARGARET H JORDAN, late of
Thomaston, deo-ased
Will and .
Petition for P obate thereof ask-R
ing that the same may be proved
and allowed and that Letters Tes
tamentary issue to Mary J. Harri
man of West Hartford, Connecti
cut, she being tlie executrix named
therein, without bond
MARILLA M. PIPER late of
Thomaston, deceased. WIU and
Petition for Probate thereof ask
ing that the same may be proved
ar.d allowed ar.d that Letters Tes
tamentary issue to Cltfford O.
Fernald of Thomaston, he being
the executor named therein, with
out bond.
ESTATE TRYTHO8IA K CALDERWOOD. late of North Haven,
deceased Petition for Administra
tion asking that Lewis S. Burgess
of North Haven, or some other
suitable person, be appointed ad
ministrator, with bond.
ESTATE INEZ D MacDONALD, ’
late of Union, deoeased. Petition
for Administration asking that
Harold W Pbmders of Waldooro.
or some other suitable person, be
appointed administrator, with bond
EUTATE WINIFRED C PERRY,
late of Rockland, deoeased. First
and Final Adcount presented for al
lowance by Oscar L Perry, admin
istrator.
ESTATE HEZEKI.AH B PALES,
late of Rfckland. deceased First
and Fulfil Account presented for
allowance by Marcia B. Greene
executrix.
ESTATE EMMA C. RICH, late of
Isle au Haut. deceased First and
Final Account presented for al
lowance by Rosamond R. Karlo
vich. administratrix.
s
ESTATE ID.1,7AN C. TAYLOR ?
late of Thomaston, deceased. First
and Final Account presented for
allowance by Frank O. Taylor ad
ministrator.
ESTATE JOHN WETK. late of
Union, deceased. Petition for De
termination of Value, presented bv
Elli Weik of Union, widow.
ESTATE FREDERICK 8. TRUE,
late Of Rockland, deceased. First
and Final Account presented for
allowance by Lena H True, execu
trix.
HENRY c. WYLLIE. late of
Warren, deoeased. will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof, asking
that the sAme may be proved ar.d
allowed, and that Letters Testamentary Issue to Anita E. Messer
of Warren, she being the executrix
named therein, without bond.
"W
J. HOMER NELSON, late of
Warren, deceased, will and OodlcU and Petition for Probate thereof
asking that the same may be
proved and allowed and that Let
ters Testamentary issue to Frances
8. Nelson of Warren, she being the
executrix named therein, without
bond.
AWOT L. WEBBER late of
Rockland, deceased Petition for
License to sell certain real ratete situated ln Rookland and fully
dweribed in said petition, present
ed by Lucius A PCrry of Rockland,
executor
NAME asking that the name ot
Ftobm Weston Rice of Rockland be
<*»h8e«l to Albert 8 Rice, preeteitcd by said Robin Weeton Rice.
^Wltoeaa. HARRY E WILBURA
Bqulre, judge of Probate Court for
Knox Oounty, RocUaad, Maine

Attest*

wains R VDtAL, ;

I-6W1UT7.
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News and Social Items. Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL 113-3

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

Church News
,'s will be celebrated at St.
imes Catholic Church Sunday at
a. m.
Cervices at St. John's Episcopal
(lurch Sunday morning at 8
clock followed by Sunday School
10 a. m.

Sunday School, 9.45 at the Fed
erated Church, followed by morn
ing service at 11 o’clock, the sub
ject: "Time. Long Or Short " An
them. ' Praise To Him." by Oodard.
Floral offering will be taken, Fel
lowship at 7 p. m. Bible Class at
7 p. m. Thursday.
Sunday School 9.45 a. m. at the
Baptist Church followed by morn
ing service 11 o'clock, subject. "You
Can Be Part Of A Miracle." Young
people's meeting. 6 p. m. Evening
service 7 o'clock, the subject, "How
Is Your Vision?" Monday evening
6 p. m. the Wed Co CSub meets at
the church vestry; Ml'sion Circle
Tuesday 2 p. m. at the Baptist
parsonage. Thursday prayer meet
ing followed by the choir rehearsal.

WALDOBORO

UNION

MRS RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
,
Telephone 250

MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

>lr and Mrs. Robert Vivian are
sing the week In New York.
Irs. Willis H. Crowell and Mrs.
ly Fredricks attended the Inguratlon of the Governor ln
igusta, Thursday.
r. and Mrs Bernard Newbert
ve gone to Santa Barbara.
ifornia, where they will visit
lr daughter.
•liver Wood has returned to his
k at the Darrow School,
irs. Blanche Morse will enterthe Wc-So-Club this week,
here will be a stated meeting of
ma Chapter, OES. at which
ir*iic election of officers will be
c^Tiic refreshment committee Is
i. Cynthia Winchenbaugh and
Clare Ralph.
/alter Cole of Everett, Mass., is
guest of Mr and Mrs. Clarence

American Legion, Auxiliary Third
District Council meeting at Waldo
boro Legion Room Monday Jan. 12
at 8 p. m. All Legionnaires invited.

Seven Tree Orange regular meet1 Ing Wednesday Jan. 14. lecturer
Juanita Hawes announces an inpromptu program. Members come
prepared to contribute a number
on program. A tossed lunch to be
served
,
Woman’s Community Club meets
Tuesday Jan. 13 weather and tra
veling permitting with Mrs. Marl?
Butler for a dinner to be served
promptly at 12.30 p. m. Tills dinner
will be in connection with raising
money for music fund.
Mrs. Lilia Morton entertained the
Marcia Rebekah Circle Thursday.
Howard Hawes has been attend
ing a three day school of instruc
tion at University of Maine, Orono
.
this
week.
Elizabeth Coombs was hosJohn Creighton has a crew of
to the 8amba Club recently.
illan Hassner of Springfield. ; carpenters employed in constructing
s. . has been visiting his daugh- apartments ln his building formerly
, Mrs. Eugene Winchenbaugh, the Congregational Church.
Mrs. Howard McAllister enters
sister, Mrs. Lucy Woodbury.
.'he meeting of the Teen Canteen . Maine Eye and Ear Infirmiry at
11 be held on January 10 and Rev. ! Portland Monday for a surgical
torge Emery will Introduce some ! operation.
County Agent Gilbert Jaeger conwr games, it is hoped that each
?;o? er will bring a guest who has ! ducted a meeting Friday afternoon
been to Teen Canteen be- at Thompson Memor.al building
1 whth crop specialist Paul Mosher
i. Esther Gross and Mrs. Edna as speaker.
amer attended an Extension
Linwood Moody has been at home
jnlng class at Huntoon Hill , fcr a vacation the past few weeks.
range Hall ln Wiscasset Wednes- He ,s employed at Brooks and
ar.
j commutes each day to his work
there in connection with the rail
road.
| Thirteen members of Seven Tree
GAME PARTY
' Grange and 17 from Pioneer at! tended
Traveling
Grange
at
•VERY MONDAY NIGHT George's Valley Tuesday evening.
At thr
Local basketball teams both boys
American Legion Home and girls play Thomaston Tuesday
MAVERICK 81*., ROCKLAND
night Jan. 13 at Thompson Memo
FREE Bus leaves Wood's Taxi rial Building at 7.30 p. m.
Station, Winter St., at 7.00 and
see Legion Home at 10.30.
A man may or may not be the
Game SUrta 730 P. M.
architect of hit own future, but
3-8-tf
shioe the income tax he's had to
be his own fortune teller.

The Monday Club will meet with
Mrs. Helen Montgomery
Mrs.
Ruth Elmore will be the reader.
The Chadavae Club of the Chest
nut Street Baptist Church enjoyed
a covered dish supper preceding
their regular meeting Wednesdayevening. The next meeting will be
Jan. 21.
The Elm Street Reading Club will
meet Monday evening at the home
of Mrs. Rita Hopkins at 7.30.
The Senior Choir of the Baptist
Chur.-h met at the church Thursday
evening for it regular rehearsal
Following the rehearsal Mrs. Willis
Stahl was given a surprise stock
shower by the members.
Seaside Chanter, OES. wttl hold
its annual meeting and election of
officers, Monday evening, preceded
by a covered dish supper at 6.30.
The Camden Business Men's Club
elected the following officers at
their annual meeting Monday eve
ning: President Elmer Wadsworth;
George Heal, first vice president;
H. D. Small, second vice president;
Herbert MacCooule. secretary; Rollow Gardiner, treasurer: Warren
Conant, collector; Lawrence Hop
kins. auditor; and Clyde Marriner
and Winfield Richards, trustrees
Engagement Announced
Mrs. Victor E. Hein announces
the engagement of her daughter.
Miss Karen T. Hein to Gilbert C.
Laite, son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Gilbe:t Laite.
Miss Hein was graduated from
Camden High School in the class of
lfdO. She attended Lasell Junior
College ln Auburndale. Mass., and
since then has been employed as a
medical secretary in the Pathology
Laboratory of the New England
Deaconess Hospital.
Mr Laite attended Kent's Hill
Preparatory School and was grad
uated Irom Camden High School in
the class of 1950. He is a graduate
of the New England Institute of
Anatomy and Embalming where he
is now engaged in advanced study,
and is employed by the J. S. Water
man Funeral Homes in Boston.

Qty

THE LAUGHS!

SUNDAY THRU WEDNESDAY

THE LOVIN'

4—Hilarious Days—4

THEY GOT!

AT REGULAR PRICES
rvnr

/

-

BOB

I

TECHNICOLOR

HOPE

h/z

DAN DAILEY
DIANA LYNN
»«fa
tfV? x
HUGS O'KUH-CJUOU MATHEWS 7UU-"SCAT MAN" CROTHEKS
'

CHET ALLEN
TODAY

“Kansas City Confidential”
Also

Mon. thru Wed
2.00—6.25—830

“Kid Monk Baroni”

Also—Monday Night—HONEY-POT

COMING ON STAGE

J*-

NEXT THURSDAY

ARROWHEAD RANCH TRIO

KnoxO
-i

—»r

rxioto iFcVne^
The first meeting of the Reekport Lions Club was held at the Mt. Pleasant Grange Hall in West
Rockport Thursday evening. Elected King Lion of the new club was Charles Hudson of West Rockport,
center. Other club officers arc, from left to right, Vernon Kenney, Rockport, treasurer; Bernard Andrews,
Glen Cove, vice president; Hudson; Douglas Ladd, Rockport, secretary, and Henry Bohndell. Rockport, vice
president.

WARREN

THE SCHOOLBOY SPORTS WHIRL

ALENA L STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 49

Seahawks Look Like K-L Champs; C.H.S.

The January meeting of the
Warren PTA will be held Tues
day nigh: at the grade rchool with
the following committees named:
Host. Dar.a smith. Jr and refresh
ments. Mrs. Rus'ell Smith, Mr;
Dana Smith. Jr., and Alfred Wyllie
AT. advisory board meeting will
be held at 730 Monday night at
the Bautist parsonage.
Committees appointed for the
Mystic Rebekah Lodge regular
meeting next Monday night are
refreshments. Mrs. Clara Leach.
Mrs. Adelle Stanford, and Mrs.
Ruth Perry
Dr. John Smith Lowe of Rock
land will supply at the Congrega
tional Church Sunday.
Congregational Church
Sermon topics at the Baptist
At the First Congregational Church Sunday will be a- fol
Church, Rev Roy Burchell, minis lows, at 10 a. m. "My Obligation
ter. jervices Sunday will be; 9 15
To Christ and His Church.” and at
a. m., Church School; 10.30 a. m.,
7 p. m. “Symbols of the Word."
Morning Worship, sermon topic.
On Public Health
"Tattletale!" A nursery school is
conducted in the Parish House dur
At the quarterly meeting of th
ing the church hour for the con Warren Public Htalth Committee
venience of parents of small chil held Wednesday afternoon with
dren who may wish to attend Mrs. Erne t Campbell, the follow
church. At 5 30 p. m.. Pilgrim ing committee was appointed to
Fellowship meets in a Union Serv look Into the matter of monthly
ice at the Episcopal Church ln pre-svhool conference', Mrs. Freda
Camden.
Richards. Mrs. Josephine Moody
On Monday a meeting of the Mrs. Marion Wyllie. and Mrs Ern
trustees at the Parish House will estine Ingraham- Mrs. Elsa Klgel
be held at 8 p. m. and on Wednes was appointed a committee to
day the Ladies’ Circle meets at 1.00 make a survey to ascertain the
in the Parish House and the Wom number of pre-school children
en's Fellowship meets at 7.30 also likely to attend. A report will be
in the Parish House. A reception made at the March 18th meeting
for the minister and his family will which will be held with Mrs Jose
phine Moody.
Mrs. Esther Long. State Field
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Nurse, spoke on health, matters of
the .community, at this meeting
•r. «
Mrs. Marion Wyllie was received
TEE FUN! Into membership that day.

Girls May Make It 70 Straight Wins
By Bob Mayo
With the basketball season near
to the halfway mark, it looks like
the Boothbay Harbor Seahawks are
close to being In, as far as the
Knox-Lincoln League Is concerned.
Rockport and Union are fighting it
out once again ln the Eastern
Division of the Bulwer League. As
this is written iFriday) the two
are scheduled to meet at Rockport
in a game that the home team must
win to keep their pennant chances
alive.
Boothbay Harbor has a two game
lead in the Knox-Lncoln circuit
and seem almost impossible to stop,
since three of their remaining six
league games are at home and are
virtually- unbeatable there.
Lincoln Academy, which had
seemed the team to beat before the
season started, has been disappolntng. They virtually blew any chance
of the flag when they dropped a
decision to Wiscasset Academy early
in the season.
Camden is an outside choice but
suffers under the handicap of play
ing three games away and can’t
afford to lose another.
Thomaston will cause trouble at
home for the rest of the way. Wal
doboro and Wiscasset seem through
as far as this year's pennant Is
concerned. They have dropped three
of their four league games
Among some of the better players
of the year are Dave Abbot of
Esothtay Harbor, Si Sklllin of Lin
coln Academy, Bob Hersom (nowthrough because he has reached 20

supper at 630; Friday the Mena
Association will meet at #30 for
supper followed by program pre
At St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, sented by Almon Cooper “The
Rev. E O Kenyon. Rector. Sunday Corning Story."
using colored
services: Parish Communion and slides for part ol his presentation.
....
sermon at 9.30; Church School at
11 a. m. and Evensong at 7 p. m.
Worship will be at 1030 at the
Weekday services: Tuesday, Mass Pratt Memorial Methodist Church,
at 7 30 a. tn.; Wednesday. Mass at j Rev. Merle Conant will preach on
6 a m.; Thursday, Mass at 8 a. m. the subject. "The Purpose of
and Friday, Mass at 730 a. m.
Prayer" and the service will be
•• a •
broadcast over WRKD Mrs. Davis
At St. Bernard's Church: Sun will play "Ave Maria" by Brahms,
day services are at 8 and 11 a .m. To the Lord Our Ood" by Gaul.
Daily Mass Is at 6 45 a. m. and Con ' and Proclamation March" by Digfession, Saturday at 3.30 and 7 sle. The choir will sing "God Shall
p. m Sunday Mass at St. James' Wipe Away All Tears" by Shelley.
Church, Thomaston, 9 a. m. Mr. Pavone will sing "The Publican"
and 9.30 a. m at the Church of by De Water. The Church School
Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden | will meet at 11 o’clock. We buy the
•• • •
S best lesson material possible; our
At the Universalist Church Rev. i teachers are trained for their work,
George H. Wood, minister. Rev. but we cannot, by some spiritual
John S. Lowe. D. D., Minister magic, bring your children to
Emeritus. Sunday will be nation their classes. That job is yours.
wide "Missionary Sunday”, and the When your child misses a day ln
guest -of -the-rr.or.th is Rev. Carle the publics schools, he has to make
ton M. Fisher, director of Univer it up; but when he misses a day.
salist Service Projects through or many days in the Church School,
out the world. Mr. Wood will con he has to pay the price by his own
duct the service and Mr. Fisher ignorance, and the parents are to
will have as his sermon topic "Un blame for this situation. In the
derstanding the Language of Uni- name of Ood. who loves your child
versallsm" which will define the and wants him to know the God of
Church approach to Missions. He his own soul, bring your children
speaks at the 10-10.30 a.m. Men's to the Church School regularly. The
Class session, and will be inter Kola Blub will hold its discussion
viewed over Station WRKD at 6.45 group on Sunday night at 8 o'clock.
pm. in a re-broadcast. The Sunday Mr. Conant will direct the evening's
School meets at 11 am., also, with meditation. The Boy Scouts will
Sam Collins. Jr., superintendent meet on Monday night at 7 o’clock
and the UCY meets at 6 pm. The in the vestry and the Troop Com
organist is Miss Dorothy Lawry and mittee at 7.30. The discussion group
assisting as a choral group are Mrs. all! meet on Tuesday night with
B. J Dowling, Mrs. Ralph Nutt. Mrs. Thelma Stanley at 7.30. The
Mrs. Lena True, Misses Louise Baraca Class will meet on Wednes
Veazie, Judy Hudson and Carol day night at 6 o'clock for supper
Stratton, with William T. Smith, in the vestry. Ralph Clark will
Jr., soloist. Greeters of the day are preside for the business session.
Mr and Mrs. Brooke Gregory: and Winfield Chatto will bring an ad
the ushers of the month are Doug dress on "England." The choir will
las K. Cooper, chairman., Jack rehearse on Friday evening at 7
Lowe, William Weed and Ellery , o'clock. Dante Pavone will direct.
....
Nelson. Attendance at worship last
Th? Sunday evening worship ser
Sunday was 102 persons.
Dr. Lowe had the radio "Thoughts vice at South Thomaston Methodist
for the Day" on Saturday and has Church will be held at 7 o'clock.
the church worship at Warren Sun Rev Merle Conant will preach on
day. There was a total attendance the theme "The Importance of
during this past week at three dif Love." All are invited. God has
ferent Circle meetings of well over given us this week. 168 hours: can't
100 persons. The minister has been we spend Just one of them ln His
the speaker recently at meetings house in worship?
• • • •
of the Lions club, UCY, and the
"Sacrament" is the subject of
DAR. and will be guest speaker
the Lesson-Sermon which will be
at Kiwanis on Monday evening.
Next Sunday. January 18. fea read in aU Churches of Christ,
tures one of Mr. Wood's sermons of Scientist, on Sunday, Jan. 11. The
special interest entitled "Shoes— Golden Text is: "The cup of
not wings!" Plan now to attend this blessing which we bless, is it r.ot
church which Is "A Growing Church the communion of the blood of
of Freedom In Religion," where you Christ? The bread which we
will find worships, sermons and a break, is it not the communion of
genertl program which are in har the body of Christ?" (I Corinthi
mony with individual reason and ans 10:16'. Sunday services at
conscience, intelligence and faith, 1030 a m.. Sunday School at 11 45.
night
services at
and where the best of the old In Wednesday
religion and the best of the new 730 p. m.

Church News

Rockport Lions Hold First Meeting

THOMASTON

for the Knox County
lish-Amerlcan Polio dance on
23. In Rockland, are on sale at
ardson Men's Clothing Store
the Corner.
The BapH'l Mission Circle meets
icsday, 2 p. m. at the Baptist
rsor.age with White Cross Work.
Wed Co Club meets Monday
86* for 6 o'clock supper at the
iptist vestry.

ftgiFltfi

year age limit) and Gordon Merry
of Wiscasset. Also W'ayne Webber
of Waldoboro, Dennis Sawyer of
Thomaston, Tommy Manning and
Johnny Giffin of Camden. Of the
Class S school players seen, Mar
vin Welt of Rockport seems the
best.
In the conflicts between teams
from different counties Knox Coun
ty has failed to show very well. Blue
Hill whipped Camden with ease
while Richmond knocked off Boothbay Harbor, being the only team
to turn that trick. Richmond also
mopped up the floor with Lincoln
Academy. Camden did take two
from Crosby of Belfast, but Union
dropped two decisions to Wiscasset
and Rockport dropped one to the
Redskins though they did manage
to win another one at home.

Slowing Down Game
The new 1-1 rule apneared to be
serving no useful purpose. It only
seemed to prolong the games an
average of 15 minutes or more each
and had certainly not decreased
the number of fouls. The rule keep
ing a team from taking the ball
out proably was a good thing, as it
gives the team trailing a better
chance to gain possession.
Eetter Teams In Hancock
Th? best Class M team to appear
in Kr.ox County was Blue Hill who
were very impressive at Camden but
were having their troubles ln their
own county, which seemed to in
dicate superior basketball in Han
cock.
The most startling form reversal
of the season to date was turned
in by Camden, who, after looking
dreadful against Blue Hill, turned
around and looked like the Celtics
three nights later against Lincoln
Academy.
Ranking with the Wiscasset upset
of Lincoln Academy was the Union
win over Rockport. The later team
had the game won before It started
but Union insisted on playing any
way and outfought and outshot the
visitors to register a one point win.
Camden Headed For Record
In guTs basketball, Camden
seemed fairly certain of going un
defeated for the fourth straight
year, which would run their streak
to over 70 without a loss. They have
been pressed only onre, at Thom
aston. when they were forced to
spurt in the final minute Thomas
ton, after showing great early
promise, faltered badly but still
have the outstanding Freshman
player of the year in Joanne
"Yankie" Edwards.
Crowds at all the games seemed
off this year from last and there Is
yet to be a standing room only
crowd anywhere, except in Rock
port and Boothbay Harbor whose
gyms hold only a handful anyhow.

in science are brought together.

In the 1030 service at the First
Baptist Church Rev. J. Charles
MacDonald will be speaking on the
subject "Some More Great Days." j
Men's and women's prayer groups
will meet at 10.15, and during the
morning service the nursery will be
open for the care of small children.
The Church School will have
classes for all age group at noon.
The Ambassadors for Christ will
meet at 6 with Elaine Harjula
leading, continuing the Bible study
VINALHAVEN
of the book of Colossians. A time
be held at the Parish House Thurs
MRS. EDWIN MADDOX
of prayer at 7 will precede "The
Correspondent
day night at 8 o'clock.
Telephone 137
Gospel Story Hour" at 7.15. The
broadcast portion will be from 730
to 8 and will include music tty the
Camden Theatre
Harold A. Wiggln, superintendent
choir ard a solist. and the message
of
schools,
will
be
in
town
Monday
Now! $°0 Cash Nite
by Mr. MacDonald on the question,
evening, Jan. 12 for the monthlyPLUS BIG 2-IIIT SHOW!
"What Think Ye of Christ?" The
meeting of the school committee,
Lex Barker as Tarzan ln
Happy Prayer and Praise Meeting
held at the Lincoln Schoo! at 730.
will be held on Tuesday at 7.30. The
"Tarzan's
The Youth Fellowship, with Mrs.
Junior Ambassadors will meet on
Vera Johnson leader, will meet
Friday at 330 t
Savage Fury"
ln the Union Church vestry on
•» • •
Plus Thrilling Tim Holt
Sunday evening at 5.45 All young
At the Orngresational Church,
Western with Joan Dixon
people from the eighth gTade up
Rev. Charles R. Mcntelth, pastor,
are invited to attend.
Morning Worship will be observed
"Gun Play"
at 10 45 with sermon by the pastor
A scientist claims that space is
and Ch. II “King of the Congo"
“Learning for Loss.” The choir will
limited—must have been trying t-o
present "Blessing and Glory" by
SVX.-MON.-TUES.
park his automobile.
Sergei Rachmaninoff under the
The Most Spectacular Battle
direction ol Mrs. Eleanor Cote
Action Drama Ever Filmed
pXXXtXVtXXVXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'S
Howard, with Mrs. Faith Berry
BUD CLARK of
organist. Church School classes for
third graders and over at 9.30, and
Gifford's
for those younger at 10.30. UCY
meets at this church at 6. with
Music Shop
cocoa and cookies at six, followed
ROCKLAND
'
by topic and worship conducted by
? Will Be In Vinalhaven
Patty Pease and Edward Sleeper.
Appointments for week Include:
At the
4
Boy Scout Troop 206 will meet at
p Home of Eleanor Conway
X\\\\\\\XXXXXXVWXV«X\\XXA 7 on Monday at the church, with
From 3.30 to 8 P. M.
— DANCE —
WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
a Sunday afternoon hike and cookg
TUESDAY, JAN. 13
£
every Evening at 8.06. Matinee*
EVERY SATURDAY
out; Tuesday evening volunteers
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00 i With Latest Records
£
Grange Hall. South Cushing will meet at the parsonage to as
EARL MAXCY’S MUSIC
semble the annual reports; Wed
LAST TLME TODAY, JAN. 10 J And Will Also Take Orders £
Admission 50c. tax Inc.
For Mailing.
nesday the Round's Oroup will meet
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO
126-S-tf
5
2
ftXXXXXV^VOXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVV XNX\AXVXXXXXVX\\\\\\\\\\>X\V at the church for a covered dish
“MEET CAPTAIN KIDD"
Co-Starring Charles Laughton,
Fran Warren
In Super Cinecolor
SPECIAL
SPECIAL

WALDO theatre

At the Church of the Nazarene.
Rev. Oakley E. Woodward, pastor,
services Sunday will be as follows:
Sunday School 9 46; morning worship at 1045. N YES at 6 p ra.
and evening evangelistic sendee at
7.3©
Midweek prayer meeting
comer Wednesday night at 730 and
the NFMS. will meet on Thurs
day evening at 730 at the par
sonage. 16 Maverick street.
• • • •
At the Littlefield Memorial Bap
tist Church Sunday at 1030 a. m .
the pastor. Rev. James W. Dagino.
wiU bring the morning worship
service message, his subject "Here
Am I. Lord." During the morn
ing service a nursery will be main
tained for all small children. At
11.45 a. m. Bible School meets.
There are classes for aU ages. Bap
tist Youth Fellowship meets In
the vestry at 6 p. m and at 7.15
comes the evening service when Mr
Dagino will bring the message on
"Men Of History Who Have Met
the Master." The Youth Choir
will sing and there wfil be special
music at the service. Or. Tuesday
at 730 p. ra- prayer meeting in
the vestry and on Wednesday at
7 p. m. the Ladies’ Aid meets at
the parsonage
Thursday the
Woman's Missionary Society will
have an all day meeting in the
vestry, opening at 10 o'clock.
• • • •
At Owl's Head Baptist Chapel
Sunday morning service is at 9
o'clock when Rev. James W. Dagino
will bring the message on the
subject. “Missions. Do I Have a
Share?” Sunday School meets at
1915 with classes for all. Thurs
day Praver Meeting at the church
k at 7.30.

For a small inexpensive scran took you might use several sections
ot unprinted newspaper which The
Courier-Oaawtte has for sale at
a very modest price.
133*156

SAILORS SNUG HARBOR

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
JANUARY 11-12
Jennifer Jones, Charlton Heston
Karl Malden in
“RUBY GENTRY"
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 1S-M
“THE MIRACLE OF OUR
LADY OF FATIMA”
— In Warnercolor —

GAME PARTY

OF BOSTON

EXTRA!!

A Massacbustttt ChartUblt Ctrparatiw Cbartertd rFjj

Provides a comfortable home for otrioers now beyond the sec-going ige. Ap
plicants mast have served 3 years under
the United States flag.

$50.00 — Fifty Dollars

EARLY BIRD PRIZES
Saturday, Jan. 10—8 P.M.

ODD FELLOWS HALL

For full information

write LEON M. LITTLE, PresUenl
P. O. BOX 135*. BOSTON 7, MASS.
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Pago Six

Betrothed

Couple Feted

Judy Segal celebrated her 10th
birthday Wednesday afternoon by
entertaining friends at her home
at 5? Talbot aw.ue Guests were
Sheila Vinal Martha Grossman,
Lends Mae and Ruth Ann Jackson.
Harriet Richardson, Marilyn Wil
bur. Sharon Wright. Janet Plum
mer, Joy Mazzeo, Joan Oharardi,
Rebecca Dow. Norma Levco. Pam
ela Gay. Sandra Tripp. Rebecca
Bitkmore and Jane Segal. Invited
but unable to attend were Harriet
Epstein. Jean Hadlock and Carlene
Wooster. Games w'ere played with
Rebecca Dow, Sharon. Wright and
Sheila Vinal winning the prizes
Refreshment* were served
A
handsome birthday cake was used
as a centerpiece on the table.

j
'

,

The Women's Mission Circle of
the First Baptist Church held their
monthly meeting in the church
vestry Wednesday afternoon. The
president. Mrs. Caroline Mitchell,
presided and conducted the devo
tional period In observance of the
world day of prayer for mission'.
Mrs. Agnes Young had charge of
the program which presented In
teresting reports on Jewish mis
sionary work both in this country
and abroad. Participating in the
program were Mrs. Marjorie Bickmore. Mrs. Harriet Emery. Mrs
Bertha Bell, Miss Edith Bicknell,
Mrs. Helen Pinkham. and Miss
Charlotte Cook.

Mr. and Mrs George Sleeper and
her mother Mrs. James Aylward
motored to Boston Wednesday, tak
ing their son. Lt. (j.g.) S. J.
Sleeper to the Logan Airport where
he left by plane to Panama City, |
Fla. Lt. Sleeper has been home j
at Crescent Beach on a ten-days’
leave

The Rounds Group of the Con
gregational Church will hate a
covered dish supper Wednesday
night at 630 In the vestry. The
hostesses. Mrs. Rhama Phllbrick.
Mrs. E. Carl Moran. Jr., and Mrs.
There will be an important
Archie Bowley. will furnish the business meeting for the V-F.W
dessert.
Auxiliary members Sunday at 2
p. m. President Virginia Scott
The Woman's Educational Club states that matters of extreme
will meet Jan. 16 in the Farns moment must be discussed and
worth Museum at 3 P- m. A. D. settled.
Oray of Jefferson will be the guest
Mrs. Adele Y Lundell returned
speaker at 4 o’clock. His topic will
be “Education. Quality and not to her home at 29 Beech street
Quantity that Oounts." Box lunch Thursday after spending the holi
at 6 o'clock. At 7 o'clock Orett days with her daughter, Mrs. Gloria
Robinson of Thomaston will show Gerrard in Stuyvesan-t Town, NewYork City.
ootored slides of Europe.

I gathering 470, which put them
81 pins down. It looked to be all over
(Continued from Page Three)
1 but the quacking, when something
this day. We can vouch for this steppJd In <Lady Luck probably)
for this reporter was the pin boy. and
Ducks couldn't get the
Any day that Link can get a Pins
matter where they were
good dog and a gun, or a good
while Hl)* pins) were falling
dinner and a good bowling score is a^‘ OV€r themselves to fall for the
a red letter day for young old fellow Pirates. Shields led the attack with
who wears his years well and who a great 123 string but did not get
is one of best loved guys in a bunch quite enough help from his crew,
of regular guys
and the Ducks flopped in as winners
! by 10 pins.
Worm. Take the Gander,
i

The Old Timer

The Worms snapped back at the
Ganders on Friday night In a postponed game that was not none too
eventful except perhaps for the 66
string produced by that usually reliable bowler Bruce Johnson. Apparently the Ganders were getting
ready to take off some place for a
couple of subs had to be rounded
up for them but even the fact that

pirates: Bickford-245, Johnson
for williams-255, Peacock-244, H.
Arey for Peteison-256, Shields-283,
Total-1283.
Ducks: Grimes for Adams-240,
Drew-250, Nelson-260. Sanborn for
Tlbbitta-262. Poole-291. Total-1293
____________
—
.
_ i
■ __ .
OOUtfl OCflOOl r I A

Don Poole was one of the subs
could not put them in the winning

-------

Panel Discussion, Program
column, pooie's 107. wymie’s 108
Scheduled For Monday
and Olson’s 100 were three strings
Evening Meeting
that could bear mention but the
less said about the others the bet
ter. After tills match there was no
doubt but what the battle of the
Worms could and would be “As the
Worms go marching on."
Score Worms vs Ganders:
Worms: Onmes-353, Johnson242, Olson-261, Sanborn-257, Gullford-282. Total-1286.
Ganders: Adams for MacDonald241, Smith-248, Loveless-263. Poole

The Monday evening meeting, at
8 o'clock, of the South School
Parent-Teachers Association will
feature a panel discussion led by
Mrs. Ella Gatcombe of the high
school faculty. Participating will be
three boys and the same number of
1 girls, plus three parents.
.
8ubJecl oi ** dUcu4Sion will be
the aress and conduct of todays
for Arey-371, Rae-263. Total-1276.
pupils in school and on the grounds
Docks Saved By a Quack
of the school.
The Duck* managed to pull a
Participating form the student
hectic game out of the Are kindled body will be Madonna Fogg, 8ylvl>
by the Pirates when they got hot Sulides, Judy Rackllff, Joseph
In their last string of the Monday Anastasia, Bernard LaCroix and
evening set-to, but they got the Robert Brown. Parents who will
scare of their lives when Snields take part have yet to be chosen,
yanked a 123 string out of the bog
Joseph Coakley, chairman df the
and the Pirate* cut down to 10 pins program committee of PTA, will
the 81 pin lead the Duck* had ac- present a program which will incumulated.
j elude vocal and Instrumental music.
It all started this away—The first Band members taking part will be:
string came cut a tie. which threw Paul Arbo, Walter Mosely. Carroll
the second string into a two point- Falrweather, Charles Falrweather,
er, something worth having. But Bernard LaCroix, Fred Robinson,
the Pirate* evidently didn't care Robert Brown, Robert Ooakley and
much for it for they only produced Ion Vardevoulls. Kathleen Vasso
a 388 total while the Ducks were will be the pianist and Robert and

JANUARY

CLEARANCE SALE
AT THE

WOMEN’S SHOP
COATS - LINGERIE

DRESSES - BLOUSES

‘■"'St

Reception For Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Teel, Jr., Held At
Groom’s Parents Home

Social Matters

Is Engaged

Fall Wedding

A reception was held Jan. 2 at
Che home of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
L. Teel. Sr. of Frederick street,
Rockland, for their son, Donald
Lewis Teel, Jr., and his bride, the
former Evelyn Joyce Norton of
South Thomaston, who were mar
ried Dec. 20.
The bride is the daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Amos Norton of South
Thoma ton and is a graduate of
Rockland High School In the class
of 1952. The groom graduated In
the class of '51.
At the wedding, which took place
at the home of Rev. Charles Montelth
of
the
Congregational
Church, the couple were attended
by Nathalie Wall and Theodore
Sylvester, Jr.
Present at the reception were:
Roy Farnham, Waterville; Mr. and
Mrs. Merle Nickerson, Mrs. Julia
Pease. Donald Pease, Norma, Lois,
Robert. Alice and Patricia Nick
erson, all of Belfast.
Lloyd Nickerson, Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Nickerson, Ronald Penney,
Kathy and Emery Nickerson, all of
Searsport.
Mrs. Frances Norton and Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Brown of South
Thomaston. Also, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Webber, Mr. and Mrs. Furbur Teel, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Teel, Mrs. Lizzie Teel, Miss Nathalie
Wall, Theodore Sylvester, Jr., Miss
Patricia Cuthbcrtson, Bruce King
and Miss Doris Teel, all of Rock
land.

Gladys S. Heistad

£

It was a Joy to hear from Jim Mr. Templeton was the Plpemasar.d Alice Brown at holiday time, ter.. For your information the
and to have some information as names 'Pipe Night’ and “Pipemasto special activities at the Corn ter’ find their source from an old
ing Glass Center. Speaking of the tradition of the club which startprogram presented at the Center j ed In the days of Mark Twain. At
on Dec. 30. Jim wrote: “I ap- the end of the 19th century and In
preached lt with a oertaln skepti- \ the early 1900's smoking was not
c’sm, feeling that muic should free j permitted In the main living and
the mind to create its own Images , dining rooms floor of the Club,
Photo by Uzze.
II
or pictures. However, it was ex- , except on special occasions when
Miss Barbara Boynton
oellent. being made excellent by the members held entertainments
the quality of the playing and the ! for themselves and their friends,
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth T. Rund
Miss Eini Riutta
beauty of Mr. Burke’s pictures and On those occasions and as a special
lett
of Standish, Maine, are an
Miss Elizabeth Melchlng
good taste in selecting his read- j privilege, smoking was allowed in
Mr. and Mrs. Antto Rlutta of
nouncing
the engagement of th*l the otherwise taboo area. Hence,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry F. Melchlng ings."
Warren are announcing the en- i
daughter. Miss Barbara Ann Boyn
I
am
telling
you
In
quite
detail
tho"«
nMW«
gradually
became
of UndercUffe, Camden, formerly
gagement of their daughter, Miss
of Baltimore, announce the en about this program, entitled "Mas- known as 'Pipe Nights’ and the ton of Rockland, to Wayne Le
Eini Rlutta. to Philip E. Johnson,
gagement of their daughter. Eliza terpieces of Sound and Scene,' toastmaster became know nas the GerrUh of Rockland. Mias Boyn
beth Kathryn, to Lincoln Whittier since it is something that possibly 'Pipemaster.'
son of Mr. and Mrs. Philip John*
ton Is a senior at Rockland Hlgi
I believe you will be quite pleased
Abbott, son of Mr. and Mrs. Capen | might be swung by local club? some
son of South Penob'cot and for
Sohool.
Mr. Oerrlah gradual*
Abbott of IW Chestnut street, time in the future. Hazel and to know that In Introducing Alec from Rockland High School in
*
merly of Yonkers, N. Y.
Camden, formerly of Weston, Mass. Carleton Burke (of Elmira, NY.), Templeton as the Pipemaster for and Is employed by the OenwaL
Miss Riutta graduated from
Mis Melchlng graduated from gave years of preparation and de the evening, our President, the fa Maine Power Company.
Warren High School and is now
Mount Saint Agnes School, Balti sign to this unique offering, which mous actor. Walter Hampden,
a Senior at the University, of
No date has been set for th- j
more, and attended Notre Dame of has two distinctive features—first, quoted two paragraphs from your wedding.
Maine, majoring in home eco
letter
and
named
both
you
and
Maryland College, and the Wom the correlation of pictures and
nomics. She Is active in the Maine
an’s College of the University of muric; second, the use of the new The Courier-Gazette in his InMasque Theatre and a member of
Many distinguished a"d here a«aln #ome unuxaUy
------ ,, ------- ---------<Hmlaved
North Carolina. She'Is presently translcent screen for projection of troductlon.
the general student Senate. MI'S
colored
slides.
This
second
feature
artists
of
stage,
screen and opera j voices were axs-ptay
enrolled at the University of Maine
Rlutta is also vloe president of the
from which she will graduate next removes the “mechanics" of projec- were present and all together ths
Xi Beta Chapter of Chi Omega
From Jennie Crockett, a forme
tlon from the midst of the audl- occasion was very pleasant. As a Rockland resident, now Uvlng la
August.
sorority.
Mr. Abbott graduated from ence and provides the spectators matter of further Interest, I am Ndwton, Mass., comes a frlendfci
Mr. Johnsen graduated from the
Loomis School. Wind er, Conn., and with views re'embllng those done enclosing a copy of the pre-an- letter in which she enclosed thHalsted Schoo! in Yonkers, N Y.
i nouncement which was sent to the Tremont Temple Baptist Churcl
attended Amherst Oollege, and on an Old Master's canvas.
and is al o a senior at the Uni
The subject matter of the pic- I members. You will see among: program for Sunday, Dec. 21
Northeastern University.
He is
versity of Maine. He is majoring
on the program the names |
presently a student at the Univer- tures ranges through the season, those
in animal husbandry. Mr. John
, .
.
prompted by the interest we ba*
of two other old friends,
friends^ name- , p
^^0^. The progran
from
southern
gardens
to
rugged
Has
Many
Names
,
slty
of
Maine,
from
which
he
will
son spent lost summer in Europe
!y,
the
noted
character
actor,
Eug
gestur,
New
England
Islands;
from
au

graduate this February.
studying European agricultural
The name everlasting Is applied
whlch must
tumn splendor in the Adirondack® gene Uckhart, and Dr. Harry GlA fall wedding Is planned.
methods on a University of Maine to many plants of different species
. ___
_ ___
to the mystery of winter in the b:rt, organist of one of New York s 1 .her heart
scholarship.
—“For many months pas
and of different genera. Tlie strawChemung Valley of New York famous churches. (Gene and I we have been anticipating witl
He is a member of Alpha Zeta, flowers commonly sold In bouquets
Harborside Park State. Mr. Burke has raised the years ago wrote a song together,
national agricultural honorary fra at roadside stands In the West be
genuine pleasure the return of ou
photogTaph'c pictorial quality to which Is still 'on the shelf!’)"
ternity, and of Alpha Gamma Rho long to the genus Helichrysum and
beloved and honored soloist. Alio
Albert Averill Feels It Would a truly artistic level wherein the Hasn't this all been Interesting, Farnsworth. We not only welcooi
fraternity.
ire not too closely related to our
pictures In sequence complement to have such a warm picture of her return after seven months '«
Increase Values In the
subject here con'ldered.
Heli
Oriffes, Shoetakovitch and others. Alec Templeton? And I promise leave' but would pay tribute t*
Fire Area
Is a native of Australia
Atwood Named I chrysum
The sound and the scene are ever you a story of Phil Broughton her unselfish service of ten year
which has become es'abllshed in
Ed.
’
.or of Th; Courier-Gazette:—
in accord, since tlie pictures are when he is this way again next and again express our admiratloj
1 America. Europe, Africa and Asia.
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Haskell & Corthell
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MEW CLASSES—JANUARY 19
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DRESSES
Going Below

Beginning classes for new students will be opened to thoee
people now Idle and who ore Interested In commercial training.
This U a splendid opportunity to spend the remainder of tbe
year in profitable paraait of a definite goal—employment In
business. The oost is not great. The Investment has paved
tbe way for many hundreds of young men and women to gainful
occupation.
CALL OR PHONE US—ENROLL NOW!
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MANDARIN

Rockland School of Commerce

Job Printing Department

DRESS SHOP

345 MAIM ST.
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Academy and Bradford Academy,

ROCKLAND, ME.
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No Job Too Big
Come In and Watch It Work
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<D, !ME.
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